Winning Oddball Audio Fetishes!

HOW TO PICK THE WINNING SPEAKER!
A Shopper's Guide To Getting the Best Sound for Your Money

We Test 4 Hot New Loudspeakers from Bose, Precise, B&W, and Ohm
Looking at them, you'd never suspect that graphite, kapton, polypropylene and neodymium are all that musical.

But polypropylene, when it's injection-molded and reinforced with radially-aligned graphite fibers in our IMG woofer, becomes Stanley Clarke's battering ram bass.

Graphite, in the form of thousands of tiny, hollow spheres in our Polyspherite™ dome midrange, sounds exactly like Kenny G's alto sax on fire.

And kapton, stretched into a micro-thin diaphragm and suspended between powerful neodymium magnets in our EMIT™ tweeter, is the steam rising from Jeff Hamilton's cymbals.

All these disparate materials, in the hands of our speaker designers, are transformed into the most positive proof that the State of the Art has taken a significant step forward.

*Introducing the new RS Series.*

These six speakers embody everything we know about the physics of transforming exotic plastics and rare-earth metals into music.

Their drivers are unlike any you've seen or heard before. Drivers we had to invent because there were none this musically accurate before.

Their very cabinet profiles are shaped by our understanding of the behavior of soundwaves.

And their grilles display the mobius emblem that has adorned the most critically acclaimed speakers in the world.

Yet, for all its state-of-the-art engineering, exotic, space-age speaker materials, and extreme sonic accuracy, the RS Series wasn't created for the money-is-no-object audiophile.

Its price range of only $85 to $530 per speaker puts the RS Series well within the reach of most people who,
ew technology.

frankly, don’t even care about our use of photo-etched aluminum voice coils and Monster Cable® internal wiring. Because it’s only the music that really matters.

For all these reasons—musical, technical and economic—we invite you to bring a favorite record or CD to your Infinity dealer and hear it as you’ve never heard it. Through the new Infinity RS speakers.

We promise you all the passion and excitement you can handle.

Which, since you’re as hooked on music as we are, is exactly what you deserve.

Infinity

We get you back to what it’s all about. Music.
The CD Player for the Changing Times

America's biggest name in audio presents a better way to enjoy the best in sound—the Realistic compact disc changer. You can load up to six discs in its magazine and enjoy hours of superb digital stereo. Or, program up to 32 selections from the discs to play in any sequence. Either way, you can pause, replay, program and search, using the wireless remote control.

The large LED display simplifies remote operation. Manual and automatic search make it easy to find selections.

This high-performance changer has a Tri-Spot laser pickup system for accurate tracking. Two-times oversampling provides superb sound. And Radio Shack carries extra magazines so you can protect all of your CDs and have them loaded and ready for play.

Come in and try the Realistic CD-6000. It's affordably priced at only 359.95 and available today.

Exclusively at

Radio Shack
The Technology Store™

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Price applies at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers.

FREE 184-Page Radio Shack Catalog! Write Dept. 390, 300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102
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Every now and then you've got to put some distance between you and the rest of the world. And nothing helps you do that like your music and components from Sherwood.

Sherwood audio components combine the right balance of legendary engineering with advanced electronics for superior music reproduction.

And if the Sherwood name isn't enough of a guarantee, there's our CERTIFIED PERFORMANCE. You'll see it right on the carton. Not a recap of the specs, but the actual measurements of the unit inside. No one else takes that extra step. So look for Sherwood components and create a system that's good for your system.

Sherwood LIVE PERFORMANCE SOUND™

13845 Artesia Blvd. Cerritos, CA 90701
©1988 Inkel Corporation
Horsepower races are nothing new in audio. The number of drivers in the loudspeaker, the number of watts in the amp, and, most recently, the number of bits per sample or samples per second in the CD player are often taken as indexes of quality: "the bigger the better" usually. The logic behind these competitions tends to be a little half-baked, but often there is some reasonable premise from which it all springs.

Soon we will see how easy it is to put one of these races into reverse, when the first 1-bit Compact Disc players hit the market. I just returned from a visit to Philips headquarters in the Netherlands, where development of a line of single-bit digital-to-analog converters (DACs) and support chips is virtually complete. Based on what the company calls Bitstream technology, the new chips represent a fundamental break from previous methods of D/A conversion and a sharp about-face from the recent trend toward the use of 18- and 20-bit DACs in an effort to obtain the best possible low-level linearity when playing the 16-bit data encoded on CDs.

This is an interesting story from almost every angle, and one whose significance extends far beyond Philips's own players, since the company will be selling these new chips to other manufacturers (including some of the biggest in Japan), just as it now sells its 16-bit DACs to competitors. In one respect, the story is almost sociological: the giant European manufacturer's tendency to go its own way. Its first players, sold here under the Magnavox label, used 14-bit DACs with oversampling digital filters and noise shaping to achieve the 16-bit performance obtained by other manufacturers through more conventional techniques. The company's current 16-bit converters are based on an unusual—perhaps unique—design for which the engineers claim several benefits, including superior linearity and stability of performance. And now comes Bitstream.

I won't dwell here on the technology behind Bitstream, as we will have a good deal to say about it and similar technologies (such as Matsushita's MASH) in a future article. But the basic idea, as Philips puts it, is to make the converter more digital. The reason it's now so difficult to maintain very good linearity, and thus low distortion, at low signal levels is that the conversion process depends on almost impossibly accurate adjustment of circuit elements or components. The company's current 16-bit converters are based on an unusual—perhaps unique—design for which the engineers claim several benefits, including superior linearity and stability of performance. And now comes Bitstream.

At first, players using 1-bit DACs will fetch premium prices, but in time the digital circuit will be less expensive. The answer, for Bitstream, is to use a converter that's simpler, analog output filters than are needed for straight 44.1-kHz conversion. This is an interesting story from almost every angle, and one whose significance extends far beyond Philips's own players, since the company will be selling these new chips to other manufacturers (including some of the biggest in Japan), just as it now sells its 16-bit DACs to competitors. In one respect, the story is almost sociological: the giant European manufacturer's tendency to go its own way. Its first players, sold here under the Magnavox label, used 14-bit DACs with oversampling digital filters and noise shaping to achieve the 16-bit performance obtained by other manufacturers through more conventional techniques. The company's current 16-bit converters are based on an unusual—perhaps unique—design for which the engineers claim several benefits, including superior linearity and stability of performance. And now comes Bitstream.

At first, players using 1-bit DACs will fetch premium prices, but in time the digital circuit will be cheaper than an equally good analog one. The only advantage of the oversampling digital filters used in the vast majority of today's CD players is that they permit the use of much shallower, and thus much simpler, analog output filters than are needed for straight 44.1-kHz conversion. These are far easier and less expensive to make than a "brick wall" 20-kHz analog filter that doesn't adversely affect response within the audio band. Eventually, a similar situation probably will apply to 1-bit DACs: They will be cheaper than equivalently linear 16- or 18-bit converters.
It was with great dismay and frustration that I read your report "Au revoir, Akai" ["Tape Tracks," February 1989]. Akai made some of the world's classiest-looking cassette decks, especially during the early '80s. But as to why they stopped selling in the United States, the reason is very simple: The American market does not regard innovation, high quality, and a better deal. For example, let's use the old Beta vs. VHS debate. Beta was clearly better (at least until the advent of Super VHS), but it lost out to the superior marketing of an inferior product. I always said, "You pay more for less with VHS."

Akai conquered the most inconvenient aspect of the VHS format with its Quick Start VHS machines that loaded tape like Beta decks. I was waiting for Akai to produce its first Quick Start S-VHS model, but alas, that option seems lost for good. Only Akai had the guts to admit to the major flaw in VHS. But since the public at large has never learned how convenient the Beta tape-loading system is, how could the American buyer—ordinarily an uninformed or misinformed patsy for the quick sell—ever discover the beauty of Akai's innovation?

Yes, I was upset that Akai gave up the U.S. market, but not surprised.

Chris Warner
Little Rock, Ark.

Oxidizing Discs (Again)

I have just been hit with a disturbing rumor. A friend was told by his chemistry instructor that Compact Discs being sold today are not airtight in design and that the inner platter and all information thereon will oxidize into uselessness in about seven to eight years. Should I cry now over the LPs I have sold and replaced with CDs, or is this only irresponsible behavior on the part of an academic nitwit? D.R.M.

A problem has been reported with some CDs pressed by the British company Nimbus, caused by corrosive inks used on the labels. These red and black inks are, to our knowledge, not now being used by any CD manufacturer. This appears to be an isolated instance, however. And the reflective layer on a properly sealed CD will oxidize, usually rather quickly. In general, however, there does not appear to be any reason to expect long-term deterioration of more than a handful of discs that are not obviously defective shortly after manufacture.—Ed.

Disappointed

I was disappointed with my first subscription issue of HIGH FIDELITY. The September 1988 cover prominently featured a JVC HR-S8000U Super VHS Hi-Fi VCR. However, the magazine contains no review or even any comment regarding that product. Why would you display a new product on your cover that is not even discussed in that issue of your magazine?

Morton Frisch
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

We regret your disappointment. Sometimes a product may appear on the cover simply because it illustrates a theme. In this particular case, however, we had planned a review of the HR-S8000U that had to be postponed.

"They...Play Music And Make It Sound Like Music...Unobtrusively...At A Bargain Price."

Cambridge SoundWorks has created Ensemble, a speaker system that can provide the sound once reserved for the best speakers under laboratory conditions. It virtually disappears in your room. And because we market it directly, Ensemble costs hundreds less than it would in stores.

The best sound comes in four small packages.

Ensemble consists of four speaker units. Two compact low-frequency speakers reproduce the deep bass, while two small satellite units reproduce the rest of the music, making it possible to reproduce the right amount of energy in each part of the musical range without turning your listening room into a stereo showroom.

Your listening room works with Ensemble, not against it.

No matter how well a speaker performs, at home the listening room takes over. If you put a conventional speaker where the room can help the low bass, it may hinder the upper ranges, or vice-versa.

Ensemble, on the other hand, takes advantage of your room's acoustics. The ear can't tell where bass comes from, which is why Ensemble's

What Henry Kloss tells his friends:

Every time I came out with a new speaker at AR, KLH, or Advent, my friends would ask me, "Henry, is it worth the extra money for me to trade up?" And every time I would answer, "No, what you've already got is still good enough!"

But today with the introduction of Ensemble, I tell them, "Perhaps now it's the time to give your old speakers to the children."
A SIGHT TO BEHOLD

I read with interest J. J. Espinosa's comments regarding Compact Disc players and the invisibility of their operation ["Letters," December 1988]. There is some hope, however. Most, if not all, Technics CD players have an illuminated disc window. Though you can't actually see the laser, the spinning CD is quite a sight—especially to my nineteen-month-old son!

Jeff Jacobsen
Atlanta, Ga.

CD PINHOLES

In a recent issue of your magazine, mention was made of some Compact Discs having defective backing material. Many of my CDs have been making impossible blurred sounds. Holding them in front of a strong light, I find that all the ones making weird sounds have holes in the backing material. In fact, all of my discs have a few pinholes—even those that sound okay. Am I doing something wrong? My CDs enjoy minimal use and good care; my player is an Emerson CD-150A.

A. P. Styskel
Murphys, Calif.

Virtually all CDs have at least a few tiny holes in their reflective layers. These normally are of no audible consequence, as the errors they cause usually can be corrected by the player. Big or extremely numerous pinholes would be expected to produce not "blurred" sounds but no sounds at all; they will cause the player to mistrack. If you are hearing problems with many of your discs and you care for them as well as you say, the cause probably is a design deficiency or defect in your CD player.—Ed.

A MODEST PROPOSAL

Period instruments in the works of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven sound great. The strings have a wonderful bite and resonance, the woodwinds are justly prominent, the brass—especially in fanfare-like tutti passages—are for the first time given their just due, and the timpani sound like true percussion instruments rather than water mattresses.

What remains intolerable is the forte-piano. Even the best exemplars I have encountered sound clunky at best, like bar-room pianos. The solution to this problem is to combine a modern piano—at least one with the timbral properties of, say, one of Glenn Gould's instruments—with a period-instrument orchestra. This of course is only a suggestion for performers, music history teachers could keep their forte-pianos for accurately reconstructing the musical past.

So how about it, Hogwood, Gardiner, Brüggen, and the rest? Which of you will have the guts to do it first?

Jacob Oppen
Gaithersburg, Md.

Questions of pitch aside (that is to say, dropping the standard modern piano's A from 440 to around 415), problems of balance and blend in concerted performance would...
make your solution unappealing to most of the period-instrument conductors we know. Fortepianos actually do sound "clunky," but the situation is not helped by their tendency to go out of tune while they are being played and, on recordings, by the appalling number of instruments that are poorly tuned to begin with. One hope, it appears for the moment, is for builders to work on improving the tone of their fortepianos . . . which of course was the process that led to the development of the modern concert grand in the first place. The question is: Where do you stop?—Ed.

NEW LAMPS FOR OLD

In reviewing Eduard van Beinum’s recording of Handel’s Water Music [“The CD Spread,” January 1989], Robert E. Benson reported that “although an error in the CD booklet indicates that the Handel . . . is a mono recording, Philips advises that it is in fact stereo and will be labeled correctly as such in future pressings.”

This recording, however, was also issued in mono, as LC 3551—which may account for the company’s error. It is one of my most cherished recordings, and having read the caveats in Mr. Benson’s review, I’ll hang on to it and not replace it with the stereo CD. The reviewers’ comments are of great value in cases like this, where an unknowing collector could make an unequal exchange of the beloved old for the quirky new.

Leonard Harrison
San Francisco, Calif.

MORE VINYL!

I am particularly interested in reviews of popular, rock, and jazz records—that is, LPs, not CDs. This category gets less and less coverage in HIGH FIDELITY—to the point where you are close to losing me as a subscriber.

J. M. Cox
Stone Mountain, Ga.

The amount of space in the magazine devoted to the “Backbeat” section has remained essentially unchanged for a long time. However, the proportion of recordings reviewed in the CD format has increased steadily as that medium’s share of the market has grown (Compact Discs now outsell LPs). If you are interested primarily in the content of a release, a reviewer’s comments on the CD should be equally applicable to the LP version, if one exists. Although there often are differences in sound quality between the two versions, the basic character of the sound usually is unaffected. In other words, reviews of CDs should in most cases be useful to you even if you intend to buy only LPs. Be forewarned, however, that the LP is a dying medium. The day is coming when you will find it very hard to locate all the music you want on vinyl.—Ed.

SO MUCH FOR RICHARDSON AND EDDY

I was reading and thoroughly enjoying your December 1988 issue until I reached page 76, where I encountered Ken Richardson’s review of Jimmy Page’s Outrider. I find Mr. Richardson’s approach unprofessional and immature: He seems more interested in putting down other groups—such as Van Halen, Cinderella, and Poison—than in reviewing Page’s album.

Although I am not a fan of those groups, I am very upset by Mr. Richardson’s mockery of Eddie Van Halen, whose solos he calls “Speedy Van Name ‘Em finger exercises.” I respect Mr. Van Halen and can appreciate his incredible talent. As two of the best five rock guitarists, Page and Van Halen are both legendary heroes. They are, however, very different stylists.

If Mr. Richardson wishes to publish his own personal opinions, then let him buy his own magazine. Reviews such as this are bad for business and can result in a reduction in the number of subscriptions.

Jay Tabac
Montreal, Quebec Canada

The pop half of the February 1989 “Medley,” Chuck Eddy’s “It’s Zouk to Me,” has to be down there among the worst in the magazine’s history. “Ugly American guilt complex . . . cosmopolitan condescension . . . pronounced lust . . . pompous.” Indeed. Popular Music Editor Ken Richardson’s own columns are usually bad, which is probably why he often farms out his portion of “Medley,” but Eddy’s bozo journalism trying oh so hard to be gonzo deserves special recognition. To be fair, though, his album reviews in the same issue are only slightly less terrible. This guy actually likes Madonna and Poison. Chuck, it’s better to remain silent and be thought a fool than to speak up and remove all doubt. To paraphrase, this college-educated Midwestern white guy also finds something missing.

Please ship editor Richardson and reviewer Eddy off to Popular Mechanics, where they can write about fanbelt squeal and refrigerator hum.

Ed Hassler
Jamesstown, N.D.

Chuck Eddy replies: North Dakota is a Prairie state. The Midwest ends at Fargo.

Ken Richardson replies: It seems my cute little phrase in the Jimmy Page review is a bit too cute for its own good. When I wrote, “If Page is an outrider . . . it’s because his solos are deliberate and not Speedy Van Name ‘Em finger exercises,” I meant not to slam Eddie Van Halen but to attack the legion of post-Eddie guitarists who think a solo is merely the time to see how fast they can play. I like Eddie a lot, but I like him as much for his slowburning breaks (“Jamie’s Crying,” “I’ll Wait,” “Why Can’t This Be Love”) as for his gymnastics. The problem with so many metal guitarists these days is that form has replaced content. Accordingly, my “Speedy Van Name ‘Em” phrase is intended as a short way of saying, “Fill in the blank with any Fast Buck Freemdes you care to mention.”

Meanwhile, in only three sentences do I put down other groups (and in each case, it’s to make a specific comparison). And hey, I always thought a good place for personal opinions is a review—not to mention our “Letters” department. Not to mention my half of “Medley,” which, as I outlined again in April, is often “farmed out” to readers, too, in an effort to help fans and critics snuggle up together. Then again, with two readers so eager to actually ship me and Chuck off to another magazine, maybe we should start our own fishwrap—with Messrs. Tabac and Hassler as advertising directors—and call it something like Poison/Counterpoison.

BIRD SIGHTING IN SAUDI ARABIA

“Parker’s Brood,” Richard C. Wall’s February 1989 survey of recent Charlie Parker CDs, must have been appreciated by all jazz fans and CD collectors. May I add one more title? It’s Bird ’47 (Vogue 600124; dist. by Rounder), and it includes the following cuts: “Lover Man,” “Dark Shadows,” “Hot Blues,” “Cool Blues,” “Dewey Square,” “Superman,” “Bird of Paradise,” “Embraceable You,” “Bird Feathers,” “Klactoveesedtene,” “Scrapple from the Apple,” “My Old Flame,” “Out of Nowhere,” “Don’t Blame Me,” “Drifting on a Reed,” “Quasimodo,” “Charlie’s Wig,” “Bongo Bop,” “Crazyology,” and “How Deep Is the Ocean.”

I bought this CD in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, of all places. Actually, there are several CD shops there, with the largest carrying a very good selection of jazz titles—though they are quite expensive compared with American CDs.

Clyde Allen
APO New York, N.Y.

All letters should be addressed to The Editor, HIGH FIDELITY, 825 Seventh Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019. Letters are subject to editing for brevity and clarity.
The title on the album read "Can’t Buy a Thrill." But the music inside proved just the opposite. Steely Dan gave the world a thrill for the price of a record. And the guitar player that gave Steely Dan its thrills through three gold albums was Jeff 'Skunk' Baxter. A musician’s musician, Skunk Baxter takes the guitar to its logical conclusion. And makes music to the Nth Degree.

RISING ABOVE THE CD JUNGLE
For most people, buying a CD player is a lot like taking a short stroll along the Amazon. And forgetting your map. Sooner or later, you’re going to get lost.
That’s because the “jungle of misinformation” about CD players makes it difficult to know what’s really important. And what isn’t.
Take a quick look at some of the claims—digital bit structures (what are they, anyway?) ranging from 1 to 45. Oversampling rates from 2x to (quick, who’s got the latest?) 16x. All this for the sake of a numbers race. And not necessarily for the sake of the music.
Well, Onkyo offers you a real way through this undergrowth.
Of course, we have an impressive variety of both single- and multiple-disc players. With extraordinary levels of technology in even our most affordable models.
For example, we individually calibrate the critical Digital-to-Analog Converters in our DX-1700 and DX-2700 players to fine-tune their linearity and minimize distortions peculiar to the digital process.
Most of our models also benefit from Opto-Coupling, an Onkyo-developed technology that transmits data optically rather than through conventional wiring for more accurate CD sound.
But for Onkyo, outstanding products are just the beginning. We’ll make your journey through the CD jungle even easier with two indispensable guides.
The first is an in-depth explanation of digital bit structures and how they affect musical performance. The second is a down-to-earth journey through all the claims you’re likely to run into, as well as the hard facts you’ll need to master the CD jungle. And they’re available at your Onkyo dealer now.

Onkyo. We’ll give you more than just superb CD players. We’ll also give you the knowledge you need. Because it is a jungle out there. And only the fittest survive.
DUAL Identity

Already known for its turntables, West Germany's Dual has launched a line of 11 electronic components, including the PA-5060 integrated amp ($399), the CT-5040 AM/FM tuner ($249), the CD-5070 compact disc player ($450), and the CC-5850 cassette deck ($450). These three units are also part of the company's "Audiophile Concept" line. The European-designed pieces are currently being distributed in the United States by New York-based Ortofon.

Dual's PA-5060 is rated at 60 watts per channel and has an instantaneous peak-current capability that is said to exceed 21 amperes. All that current is supplied by way of a heavy-duty power transformer, large storage capacitors, and double-parallel output stages. A switchable input lets you use either a moving-coil or moving-magnet phono cartridge. Other features include connections for a tuner, CD player, two video sources, and two tape decks; bidirectional dubbing; a variable headphone output; bass and treble controls; and a tone-defeat switch. The CT-5040 is an AM/FM digital frequency-synthesis tuner with 40 AM/FM presets. Stations can be tuned by direct keypad entry of the frequency or by automatic scan.

The CD player features a 16-bit D/A converter and a two-times oversampling digital filter. Additionally, the unit has 16-track random access and a 12-function remote that duplicates most of the controls on the front panel. Dual's 5850 cassette deck is a two-motor design with a full-logic microprocessor-controlled transport. Noise reduction includes both Dolby B and C and HX Pro headroom extension as well. The front panel also has a switchable multiplex filter, used when recording FM broadcasts. Ortofon, 122 Dupont St., Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

In the Groove

Five new stereo phono cartridges comprise Signet's Analog Master Series, all of which feature the company's proven Twin-Flux design and special PCOCC pure copper wire for the coils. The Twin-Flux design uses two magnets instead of the conventional single magnet; each of the stereo channels has a dedicated moving magnet located at the ideal geometric plane for optimal pickup of the corresponding channel and minimum response to the opposite channel. Signet claims this approach enhances stereo separation and imaging, decreases record wear, and improves tracking as well as high-frequency tracing.

Signet said its goal for the new line is to offer cartridges that can resolve every bit of music in a recording, whether that disc was mastered with digital, direct-to-disc, or conventional techniques. Every cartridge in the series is distinguished by different stylus and cantilever combinations, at varying prices ($100 to $450) and performance levels. The flagship AM-50 ($450) features a nude, square-shank MicroLine diamond stylus and a gold-plated beryllium cantilever. Frequency response is specified as 5 Hz to 37 kHz; tracking force is 0.8 to 1.6 grams. Channel balance is said to be within 0.05 dB. Rated channel separation at 1 kHz is 33 dB; at 10 kHz, 25 dB. Cartridge weight is 6 grams. It's available in a standard ⅛-inch mounting. Signet, 4701 Hudson Dr., Stow, Ohio 44224.

Safe Keeping

It's been said that if somebody really wants to steal something from your car, that person will find a way to do it. With that in mind, you might want to make it as difficult as possible for potential thieves to rip you off. One possibility is a steel safe designed for storing valuables in your car. The Car-Safe 5000, available in two sizes ($139, $149), is made of 11-gauge, ⅜-inch steel and has a removable lid and high-security Tubar lock. The company says this lock resists picking, vice grips, torque, and drive-through attempts—more than 2,500 pounds of prying force being needed to open it by unauthorized means. The larger 5000 (12 inches wide by 12 long by 3½ high) can hold a typical portable telephone. Both the large and smaller version (9½ by 11½ by 2⅞) will hold a removable stereo head unit as well as a micro radar detector.

For medium security, the Car-Safe 2500 ($99) is constructed of 14-gauge, ⅜-inch steel and uses an Ace II Barrel lock and two keys. To open it by unauthorized means is said to require more than 1,500 pounds' prying force. The 2500 is offered in the smaller size only. All Car-Safe models come with steel mounting hardware and a drawstring bag to make it easier to remove valuables and protect them from being scratched when being transferred. Depending on your car, Car-Safe can be installed in a number of locations, such as underneath the front passenger seat or in the trunk. Colorado Car-Safe Co., P.O. Box 440591, Aurora, Colo. 80044.
on Jetman ($35). Self-contained in a pocket-size flip-open case (1½ by 2½ by 3½ inches), Jetman consists of earbud-style mini stereo headphones with a patented "Airdaptor" sound-processing module that converts the "piped" sound to amplified electronic sound. You just plug Jetman into the airliner's audio seat jack and then plug the headphones into the Airdaptor. Power is supplied by two AAA batteries and is automatically switched off whenever the headset is disconnected for storage. These headphones can also be used with personal portable players.

The trick is that Jetman's Airdaptor uses a pair of condenser microphones, mounted in a specially designed seat connector, along with acoustic "correction baffles" to filter excess hiss and sibilance from the sound source. The microphones convert the piped sounds to stereo electronic signals, which are amplified by a Class AB stereo amplifier. This output signal is then reconverted to sound by the stereo headphones. Amplifier response is said to be 30 Hz to 20 kHz. The amplifier has protection against short circuits and reverse polarity.

From Sharp Minds . . .

... come four new VCRs, including the top-of-the-line VC-H857U ($700), with a four-head Hi-Fi system, a built-in MTS decoder for stereo broadcasts, a 62-function system remote control, and a VHS index search. Also provided are features found on all of Sharp's deluxe models, including multifunction on-screen display for easy programming, 169-channel PLL quartz synthesized tuning for quick access to stations, a one-year/eight-event programmable timer, a tamper-proof function that locks in programming, and Sharp's own Blue Screen Noise Elimination System. Other VCRs in the line, which share some similarities, are the VC-M705 ($600); the VC-A607U ($580), with HQ circuitry and a double-azimuth, four-head system for noiseless special effects such as still frame, frame advance, and variable slow motion; and the VC-A207U ($480). Sharp, Sharp Plaza, Mahwah, N.J. 07430.

NEC also claims the CD-830 has extremely low response ripple in its audio frequency response and sharp attenuation of ultrasonic frequencies. Convenience features include: a random-programmable memory that handles up to 24 tracks; an AB repeat function that lets you program (Continued on page 88)

Rock Gardening Made Easy

Rock outside with Parasound All Weather Monitors. These extraordinary 9" tall sound machines easily become year-round residents of your garden. Powerful woofers with space-age polycarbon cones and huge magnets drive bass response down to 48Hz. Dome tweeters feature ferrofluid damping for smooth response and wide dispersion. High temperature voice coils handle enough power to fill any outdoor area. And, the 12dB crossover networks mean great clarity and power handling. Models start from $255/pair including mounting brackets.

Call Parasound for the dealer near you. And jazz up your garden with a little rock 'n roll.

NEC put a number of digital goodies into its new CD-830 Compact Disc player ($999), including 16-times oversampling and four digital-to-analog converters, two for each channel. The company says the 16-times transversal filtering circuit (TFC) and a digital servo tracking system reduce unwanted noise and accurately reproduce the nuances of digitally recorded music, while the four converters eliminate phase shift and reduce crosstalk between channels. Digital output terminals can handle either optical or coaxial cable.
Talking Hi-Fi
I've been fascinated by the various talking car and home appliances that appeared several years ago. Are there any plans to add voice control to audio equipment?

Charles Goldfarb
Tulsa, Okla.

More than ten years ago, Toshiba demonstrated a prototype audio system whose basic functions could be controlled by voice commands. But although it made a big splash in the audio press, it never appeared as a consumer product. I'm not sure whether Toshiba's no-go decision was based on technical problems, cost, projected lack of consumer interest, or a combination of all of these factors.

In any case, today's talking machines are more interested in telling you about themselves (“My load is dry,” “A door is open,” “I need gas,” and so forth) than in listening to anything you have to say. Technically, it is far easier to make machines talk than to make them listen—a characteristic they share with my five-year-old son. And except for those music listeners with severe physical handicaps, I can see no advantage in voice control over a hand-held wireless remote control.

Surveys I've seen suggest that your enthusiasm for chatty machines is not shared by most others. The reasons are not clear, but I think there is a clue in the remark made by a frazzled young mother, who, when interviewed, said something like, “I have people, mostly kids, talking at me all day. I don't need anything else telling me what to do.”

Whizzers
I'm curious about the speakers installed in the lower front-door panels of my car. I removed the grille of one of the speakers and found it to have a single, gray, 6-inch cone with a separate 1-inch white cone cemented to its center. Does the smaller cone serve as a tweeter?

Don Castle
Lancaster, Pa.

Sort of, but not really. What you've found is known as a "whizzer," and its purpose is to assist the high-frequency radiation of your speakers. A whizzer is a small, light, and stiff subsidiary cone with an unsupported outer edge cemented to the center of the main cone. The point of attachment is directly over the driver's voice coil. The whizzer is supposed to pick up the higher-frequency vibrations from the voice coil and help send them out into the world as sound.

If carefully designed, a whizzer can provide improved high-frequency radiation from larger drivers. Obviously, the manufacturing cost of adding a whizzer to a driver is very low compared to the cost of a separate tweeter, with its crossover and mounting complications. On the other hand, a separate or coaxially mounted tweeter is able to put out significantly more high-frequency energy—which you could probably use, considering the calf-high location of your speakers.

Black Discs
I know that with CDs the aluminum layer beneath the transparent plastic makes them look silver, but I've never understood why LPs are black. Can you enlighten me?

David Purrel
Chicago, Ill.

About ten years ago, I also wondered why LPs were black, and embarked on a massive research project: I phoned several people engaged in record manufacturing. Contrary to what I hypothesized at the time, I was told that the coloring agent used (carbon black) provides neither antistatic properties nor lubrication. It is added to minimize the destructive effect on plastics of the ultraviolet component of normal sunlight, and also to obscure the bubbles and other subsurface pressing "defects" that might offend the eye, even when not audible. I also learned that carbon black is only one of several substances mixed in with the vinyl—which, in its basic state, is transparent. A variety of other proprietary substances are added to aid the pressing and playing of the disc.

X-ray Problems
Despite the printed reassurances posted at the passenger/baggage inspection areas of airports, I've always tried to keep my films and tapes from being X-ray inspected. I recently heard that color TV sets can also produce X-ray radiation. How far away from my TV should I keep my audio and video tapes in order to be safe?

Michael O'Shea
Burlington, Vt.

As far as I can determine, X-rays themselves, at the levels commonly found in baggage-inspection equipment, have no effect on tapes or the signals recorded on them. It's true that the stray magnetic fields produced by X-ray equipment and color TV sets might conceivably affect a recorded signal, but one expert has told me that the tapes would have to be stored inside the operating equipment, in close proximity to a transformer or TV deflection coil, before any erasure is likely to occur. X-ray radiation from color TV sets is limited by government regulations to levels that are safe for humans—who are more sensitive to X-rays than are magnetic tapes.

We regret that the volume of mail is too great for us to answer all questions.
Revisiting a Rubber Ruler

By Robert Long

Years ago, when I was writing for a magazine whose editor relished a certain sensationalism in its headlines, I worked on a piece called something like "The Amazing Rubber Ruler." It was about the decibel scale—which, being logarithmic, stretches as it goes. For example, adding 3 dB to 10 watts gives you 20 watts; adding 3 dB to 100 watts gives you 200.

The more we learn about human perception—and we still have a great deal to learn—the more we find that it follows geometric, rather than arithmetic, scales. That is, if you add a certain amount to a stimulus and measure the response, then add as much again, the second change in response will be less pronounced than the first. But if you multiply the stimulus by the same factor in each case, the change in response will generally be comparable.

If you look at a chart of photographic films' ASA "speed" (sensitivity) ratings, you'll see a progression like this: ... 80, 100, 125, 160, 200, 250 ... Look familiar? It should; that's also the progression of third-octave center frequencies used in spectrum analyzers and graphic equalizers. Since the ISO (International Standards Organization) has played a role in setting standards for both, the similarity is not surprising, despite some minor discrepancies here and there.

The underlying reason for the similarity between scales, however, is that they follow the way our faculties deal with the phenomena they sense: in this case, brightness levels and frequency, respectively. In both cases, it is important to know when one figure is half or twice another—a difference of one "stop" in photography and of one octave in music. The absolute number of photons or cycles per second that must be added or subtracted to change one F-stop or one octave will vary (drastically) depending on what part of the brightness or frequency scale we happen to be dealing with. Such flexible rulers occur throughout the audio field.

Room with a VU. If you have a recorder old enough to be fitted with true (mechanical) VU meters, you've surely noticed how each dB occupies a significantly larger part of the dial as you work upward. This is more than just a clever way of helping you see fine distinctions where they count most (at levels near tape overload). The convenience is actually coincidental: Each added dB takes more current through the recording head and the meter than did the last one and, therefore, greater added needle deflection (which is linearly proportional to current).

So as you try to squeeze out a dB or two of extra level, for best possible dynamic range, things tend to get worse more rapidly than they might, were the dB scale not logarithmic. What your ears tell you is "just one more dB" is so many extra milliamperes to the recording head. Whether it or the tape is the limiting factor, overload accumulates ever more rapidly as each added dB takes more record-current millihamps.

When mechanical VU meters were the rule, experienced recordists knew that you had to record peaks "into the red" in order to get good dynamic range. How far into the red? Very few could answer that critical question, which depended heavily on the meter calibration, the tape in use, and the nature of the signal being recorded. Most decks had lots of headroom above the marked 0 VU, but until we started measuring it for our equipment reports, home recordists could find out precisely how much only through elaborate trial and error.

How Good Is Good? Our perceptions create another, somewhat similarly flexible value scale when we have to recommend equipment—audio or otherwise—to somebody else. When someone says, "You read High Fidelity; what kind of tape deck should I buy?" your first thought is (or should be): How critical is this joker likely to be? Some people can't tell whether the Dolby's on or off and will think you've lost your senses if you suggest anything costing more than $200. Others won't get the kind of performance they require unless both bias and recording gain can be fine-tuned to the tape in use. And if you can find that in a useful configuration costing less than $500 today, please let me know.

And yet, in a culture geared to the quick info fix, there are plenty of would-be audiophiles who demand, in effect, that you give them a model number—or, often, simply a brand name—without asking a lot of annoying, albeit relevant, questions. I'm often tempted to pull a brand name out of the past: Viking or Concertone or Crown. Go try to find one of those brands at your neighborhood discount store.

Dolby Double-Dealing? I'm therefore not without sympathy for the positions involved when I come to consider the real point of this column: Dolby Laboratories' flexibility of standards.

Though Dolby designs are credited—quite correctly—with having made Philips's Compact Cassette the high fidelity medium it is today, the company first came to prominence as a purveyor of purely professional equipment. A quarter-century ago, audiophiles were abuzz with news of what we now call Dolby A noise reduction, which was audibly preventing hiss in the LPs made from tapes at Dolby-equipped studios. Then, long before consumers in general ever heard the term, Dolby Surround was in development in conjunction with movie studios and their sound technicians.

In the midst of that latter thrust came Dolby FM: essentially Dolby B, which by then was well established in home tape decks, applied to broadcasting. Dolby Laboratories claimed that you didn't need a Dolby decoder to enjoy Dolby FM's noise reduction; for pre-Dolby tuners, a change in the broadcast EQ would compensate for the treble compression produced by Dolby encoding.

As an audiophile, I was outraged. It was like saying...
HUNGRY METAL

TDK's new MA cassettes have a voracious appetite for musical energy. Thanks to the awesome magnetic properties of their ultra-fine, ultra-dense Finavinx metal particles, they can consume (and store) massive quantities of the most powerful digital sources.

Considering the high frequency MOL'S (Maximum Output Levels) inherent in today's digital music, a tape must have extremely high coercivity and remanence to perfectly reproduce it. And MA's ultra-refined Finavinx, which contains nearly twice the magnetizable ions of normal and high position tapes, provides these two characteristics in a major way.

Compared to TDK's previous MA, an exceptional tape in its own right, new MA achieves a high frequency MOL (10 kHz) of 0 dB—a significant improvement of +3 dB! Combine this with an exceptional low bias noise of -58.0 dB, and you get a high frequency dynamic range improvement of 4.5 dB!

New MA'S revolutionary particles also assure enduring storage and stable performance, thanks to TDK's special surface treatment. And to enhance these superb characteristics, the anti-resonance SP-AR mechanism drastically reduces modulation noise.

So, it's no wonder why audio perfectionists who demand perfect reproduction select MA. It's even available in 110 minute lengths, which will accommodate two CDs. Due to TDK's unique combination of smooth, durable base film and special coating technology, long term reliability is finally possible in this length.

Of course, new MA is also available in 46 and 90 minute lengths. Now, exactly how hungry are you for metal?

TAPE TRACKS

that you could simply turn down your treble control to play Dolby tapes on a non-Dolby deck. Sure, it would sound okay if there wasn't much dynamic range in the recorded signal, but on wide-ranging classics, any perceptive listener could hear that something was amiss. How could Dolby Laboratories refuse to license any tape deck that didn't provide a low-pass filter—lest any residual FM-stereo pilot tone somewhat upset Dolby tracking—and still permit mistracking this gross in the broadcast medium itself?

The answer is, of course, that people with $29.95 table radios don't have the same sonic standards as those with stereo systems costing $2,000 or more. Because of FCC regulations, Dolby FM had to achieve some sort of compatibility with non-Dolby broadcasting; Dolby recording had no such mandate. On the contrary, Dolby B had to be defended from such make-do practices if it was ever going to succeed.

Then came Dolby C. The earliest implementations used two coupled Dolby B integrated circuits instead of the now standard but then unavailable dual-function Dolby B/C chips. However, according to Dolby Labs, chip tolerances acceptable for Dolby B proved less so in Dolby C, and different brands of Dolby B chips could deviate in opposite directions from the ideal, further compromising compatibility. Dolby refused to license a deck that could not even decode its own tapes.

A model I particularly admired in that era was the Beocord 9000. For the (very solvent) music lover who didn't want to deal with technology firsthand, it automatically set bias, recording sensitivity, and recording EQ. And it did so quickly, repeatably, and well within the tolerances that duffers are likely to achieve even with elaborately instrumented hand-tweaking. While I had it within my grasp for our tests, I used it—with dual-chip Dolby C—every chance I got. Live concerts and live-concert broadcasts (all irreplaceable, of course) went into my collection via that deck. But the tapes now are unplayable because my current deck (with combination Dolby B/C chips) compromises the superb liveness of sound that I so cherished by making it pharsey and edgy.

Dolby Laboratories is convinced that most of my problem is due to something other than the chip set. To their credit, they continue to investigate how tapes made on the early, make-do Dolby C decks fare when decoded by present models, and they say the degree of incompatibility they find is too trivial to account for the effect I describe. Yet even that statement again raises the question of the necessity and danger of elastic criteria.
Earlier this year, two organizations from opposite hemispheres announced progress in optical data storage technology that may eventually affect the home audio and video consumer. Taiyo Yuden, a Japanese electronic-parts manufacturer and maker of Triad magnetic tape, revealed the development of an optical disc recording system fully playback-compatible with existing Compact Disc players. And back home in Tennessee, none other than the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) has started looking for licensees for a potentially revolutionary method of storing data. As ORNL’s letter to potential licensees puts it, “Theoretically, one molecule on an optical disc can be a potential storage point.”

Both of these technologies are, as yet, digital pies in the sky. But Taiyo Yuden’s development, which was demonstrated at a news conference in New York, is somewhat closer to reaching your local stereo discounter. Basically, the company has invented a chemical that, when embedded in a Compact Disc and zapped with a laser, will form the optical equivalent of a CD’s molded pits. At the present state of development, the pits cannot be erased, so the proposed disc system is a write-once/read-many-times (WORM) proposition.

Where the Taiyo Yuden development is unique is in the disc’s compatibility with standard CD players; other WORM systems have sometimes required extensive modifications to a player’s readout optics and circuitry. Test data presented by the company show that its system produces discs that are fully equivalent—or superior—to standard, molded CDs in such crucial areas as error rate, durability, and operating environment. At the demonstration, a disc recorded in Japan was played on a garden-variety CD player, with excellent sonic results.

So the system works—as far as it goes. Taiyo Yuden is not, however, a hardware manufacturer, and there has been no announcement by any of the Japanese biggies of any pending CD recorders using the Taiyo Yuden disc. The system is still in limbo, like a new film without a suitable camera. For the consumer, it may stay that way. At the press conference, the company announced that “due to the copyright issue,” its system “will be used only in professional audio and computer industry applications.” As officials of the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) looked on, one presumes approvingly, a statement from the president of Taiyo Yuden said: “We are only entering fields which are free from copyright or in which copyright is strictly enforced.”

At around the same time, a far more awe-inspiring development was announced by Oak Ridge. ORNL, although related to the folks who do work on nuclear weapons, is a research organization actually operated by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., for the U.S. Department of Energy. This connection helps explain the new development, which is an outgrowth of research designed to detect minute traces of organic compounds (a process that other organizations, such as the Environmental Protection Agency, would be very interested in).

Even in late March, details on the ORNL discovery were still very sketchy, pending the filing of a patent; but it, too, seems to consist of a “writable” substrate. This one, however, is thinner than Taiyo Yuden’s—only one molecule thick. The licensing letter says that “a laser or radiation beam is used to modify the molecular interactions of the surface of a storage disc.” In a phone interview, Guven Yalcintas, ORNL’s licensing director, said that the laser system used is not very different from present-day optical-disc technologies.

Yalcintas also mentioned a potential data-storage density of 10 gigabits per square centimeter (that works out to 64,516,000,000,000 bits per square inch). My calculations show that with this data density, enough digital-audio data—formatted and error-corrected as in the CD system—could be crammed on a CD-size disc that would play for $5.7$ days. This magnitude of data density, if reliably achievable, would revolutionize information-related technologies. Along with ultralong-playing CDs or micro-miniature Wagner Ring cycles, it could, for example, replace microfilm and microfiche and allow the storage of high-definition television (HDTV) signals in digital form on a disc of convenient size.

Many in Washington, D.C., are running around like so many headless chickens casting about for some answer to the so-called erosion of America’s technology edge, and they are, in the process, eating away at our chances for the highest possible HDTV picture quality. Meanwhile, down home in Oak Ridge, there may have arisen a technology of pace-setting importance that has received little attention. Congress should note that ORNL intends to license only U.S. companies for further development of the substrate and an appropriate disc/laser system. As the licensing invitation puts it: “In many industries federally developed science and technology may give U.S. companies a competitive advantage which has been lacking [in the past]. One such window of opportunity [note the ‘nukespeak’ here] may exist in the optical data storage industry.”

Molecular data storage has been tried before and has proven to be a rather grand success. The system, invented by Mother Nature Labs, goes by the trade name of DNA. It is unfortunate, however, that the state-of-the-art in DNA systems—man—has brought the planet to the brink of ecological and technological catastrophe. The irony of the ORNL invention lies in remembering what else goes on at Oak Ridge. It’s not the accurate preservation of music that antidualithophiles should worry about; they instead should fear those last few digital bits that signal the failure of nuclear deterrence: the launch codes that send the warheads on their terrible way.
Quality Time. Your moments together are too precious to waste. That's why Pioneer created the PD-M700 6-disc CD player. Now you can enjoy up to six hours of digital music without interruption, at the touch of a single button.

Pioneer invented the 6-disc CD magazine system. This innovative format offers you multiple programming options, cataloging capability and is designed to work in both Pioneer home and car multi-CD players. Simply put, no other CD format offers you so many features and is so easy to use.

Pioneer offers a complete line of 6-disc CD players, all with Non-Repeating Random Play. Now you can spend less time changing your music and more time enjoying it.
A Ford/JBL
Even Better Idea

By Beth C. Fishkind

I might be accused of sacrilege, suggesting that audiophiles accept a prepackaged sound system. After all, one of the reasons you read magazines such as HIGH FIDELITY is to be educated enough to enjoy making your own choices. But car audio is a whole other animal for most home audio buffs, so sound systems from car manufacturers make more sense than, say, a rack system for your living room. (I’m not putting down rack systems, which have their place but usually don’t appeal to audiophiles for the above-mentioned reasons.)

These days, car manufacturers are putting a lot of effort into improving their audio offerings. It’s getting to the point where opting for a factory-installed system as opposed to putting your own in later has less to do with quality than convenience. The Ford/JBL audio pairing I tested in a 1989 Ford Thunderbird (also available in Mercury Cougars) is a good example. It has most of the trimmings an audiophile would want in an upscale package: a full-featured cassette/receiver, optional Compact Disc player, power antenna, custom equalization, and biamped power feeding a subwoofer and eight speakers. And it sounds great.

Ford says that the heart of this system is its biamped speaker design: High and low frequencies each get their own power amplification, which the company claims yields greater volume and lower distortion levels. The low frequencies use about 60 percent of the system’s total power for good bass. Consequently, Ford uses a 7-inch subwoofer that’s housed in a ten-liter sealed enclosure, which has the point where opting for a factory-installed system as opposed to putting your own in later has less to do with quality than convenience. The Ford/JBL audio pairing I tested in a 1989 Ford Thunderbird (also available in Mercury Cougars) is a good example. It has most of the trimmings an audiophile would want in an upscale package: a full-featured cassette/receiver, optional Compact Disc player, power antenna, custom equalization, and biamped power feeding a subwoofer and eight speakers. And it sounds great.

Ford says that the heart of this system is its biamped speaker design: High and low frequencies each get their own power amplification, which the company claims yields greater volume and lower distortion levels. The low frequencies use about 60 percent of the system’s total power for good bass. Consequently, Ford uses a 7-inch subwoofer that’s housed in a ten-liter sealed enclosure, which has the point where opting for a factory-installed system as opposed to putting your own in later has less to do with quality than convenience. The Ford/JBL audio pairing I tested in a 1989 Ford Thunderbird (also available in Mercury Cougars) is a good example. It has most of the trimmings an audiophile would want in an upscale package: a full-featured cassette/receiver, optional Compact Disc player, power antenna, custom equalization, and biamped power feeding a subwoofer and eight speakers. And it sounds great.

Ford says that the heart of this system is its biamped speaker design: High and low frequencies each get their own power amplification, which the company claims yields greater volume and lower distortion levels. The low frequencies use about 60 percent of the system’s total power for good bass. Consequently, Ford uses a 7-inch subwoofer that’s housed in a ten-liter sealed enclosure, which has the point where opting for a factory-installed system as opposed to putting your own in later has less to do with quality than convenience. The Ford/JBL audio pairing I tested in a 1989 Ford Thunderbird (also available in Mercury Cougars) is a good example. It has most of the trimmings an audiophile would want in an upscale package: a full-featured cassette/receiver, optional Compact Disc player, power antenna, custom equalization, and biamped power feeding a subwoofer and eight speakers. And it sounds great.

Higher frequencies are handled by eight satellite speakers, arranged in four 5'/by-7'/inch two-way enclosures, one in each door and one each in the rear quarter panels. Ford says this placement provides the best imaging. Each enclosure has a 4-inch-diameter midrange driver and a 1-inch tweeter. All of the midrange drivers and tweeters get their power from a four-channel, 60-watt (4 by 15) amp, with four bands of custom parametric equalization, voltage-limiting circuitry, and crossover networks. There are also two bands of EQ for the subwoofer.

Among the amplifier features are active filters for noise reduction. For instance, the amplifier driving the satellite speakers has active power-limiter filtering to reduce alternator and ignition noise. The total acoustic output level that can be obtained inside the vehicle is 105 dB SPL (sound-pressure level).

The cassette/receiver features the usual compliment of modern conveniences, including FM stereo, seek and scan for both broadcast and cassette tape operation, Dolby B and DNR (Dynamic Noise Reduction), five AM and ten FM station presets, and a clock. Also included is the ability to receive stereo AM broadcasts.

One feature I really liked was the volume control, a small protrusion on the left-hand side of the head unit with a scoop-type indentation in it. Pressing down lowered the volume; pressing up raised it. This was very easy to control while driving. When I needed to lower the volume to talk to a passenger, for instance, I could keep track of how many times I pressed the volume button down and bring it back to that same volume level by pressing the same number of times upward. Really quite useful.

The optional CD player (reportedly made by Sony) worked nicely, but its location in the lower central part of the dash was awkward. It was a bit of a problem putting discs in or getting them out. To really see what I was doing required not only taking my eyes off the road but tilting my head down—a maneuver that can be a little risky or a lot risky, but never a good risk. As far as specs go, the CD player’s frequency response is noted as 5 Hz to 20 kHz, with harmonic distortion of less than 0.1 percent. Dynamic range is said to be more than 85 dB, channel separation more than 70 dB.

And while you might consider the Ford Thunderbird and Mercury Cougar for the nice stereo option, the cars themselves are worth investigating—at least in the case of the Thunderbird. This car is beautifully engineered for American driving. The automatic transmission spared my left knee the grind of shifting gears in stop-and-go traffic and freed up my right hand for playing with the stereo. And there’s plenty of pickup on demand for battling Yellow Cabs for position and flying down parkways. Plus, the antilock braking system is very effective (some folks must have never learned how to merge, or else just don’t care) and the power-adjusted seat was wonderful. No trouble with back strain after hour-or-so jaunts into New Jersey and Long Island.

You still might want to put together your own car stereo system from scratch to suit your own needs: The way we listen to and perceive music is a personal thing. Nevertheless, you should be aware that the Ford/JBL system is very worthy of your consideration. And there are other advantages, too. Everything’s in there when you drive out of the showroom, with sound perfectly tailored for your vehicle and all equipment seamlessly integrated into the look. Plus, you don’t have to shell out any extra for installation. And financially, if you need to, you can include the cost of the stereo in the loan you take out to buy the car.

The standard, base model Thunderbird will run you a little over $15,000, as delivered. The more deluxe LX model is about $17,300. There are various options that can alter the total price of the Ford/JBL stereo package, but for the whole kit and caboodle, expect to pay in the neighborhood of $1,200 to $1,300. This breaks down into $793 for the power amps, speakers, and cassette/receiver and $491 for the optional CD player.
B&W's Matrix Series, introduced three years ago, uses a proprietary "honeycomb" construction to achieve an exceptional degree of rigidity, and therefore of acoustical inertness, in loudspeaker enclosures. Actually, "grid" might be a more precise term, since the interlocking members of the Matrix internal bracing produce square cells, rather than the hexagons characteristic of true honeycomb designs. B&W calls Matrix "the first radical improvement in enclosure design in many years." With all due respect to the reservations B&W's competitors might have about that statement, it is radical, and its thrust most emphatically is on the side of the angels.

At least potentially. When I auditioned the original Matrix 2 (for a test report in November 1986—which explains the now-familiar construction in more detail), I was . . . well, disappointed. B&W speakers have been so good, and I expected a distinctly audible improvement due to the Matrix enclosure. What I heard was a good speaker, but not a truly exceptional one in terms of coloration. Well, B&W evidently agreed that improvements could be made, because they have introduced the Series 2 line, upgrading the original designs. And in this incarnation, the Matrix 3 is an exceptional speaker, no doubt about it.

It is a floor-standing three-way (or, depending on your point of view, two-and-a-half-way) system with two 8-inch polypropylene low-frequency drivers and an aluminum/magnesium-alloy dome tweeter—all mounted axially on the front baffle of a tall, narrow, floor-standing enclosure. B&W says—and, in essence, Diversified Science Laboratories' near-field measurements confirm—that the tweeter crosses over to the upper 8-inch cone (for bass and midrange frequencies) at about 3 kHz, while the lower (bass-only) cone kicks in below 400 Hz. At the lowest frequencies, the two cones act in tandem, approximating the behavior of a single, large diaphragm.

The baffle panel itself—that is, the portion of the front panel covered by the grille, made of stretch fabric over a lightweight, removable plastic frame—is covered with a pattern of fine pyramids. Actually, this is a series of subpanels, one for each driver. The tweeter panel is made of polystyrene and helps to absorb or transmit to the Matrix structure any vibration from the tweeter subenclosure, which is mounted directly to the panel. The woofer panels feel almost identical to the touch but are made of metal, evidently with the pyramid texture applied over it. Again, the drivers are bolted di-
YES,
WE DO OFFER
AN IN-DASH
COMPACT DISC SYSTEM.

WHY DO YOU ASK?

It must have been the richness and full clarity of the laser/digital sound that caught your ear. Or how faithfully full-frequency sound is reproduced.

That's what you probably noticed about our new in-dash compact disc system with integral receiver. It's one more example of the wide range of systems we offer to suit your taste in music. Which also includes the premium cassette/receiver with graphic equalizer. And even a Digital Audio Tape system for select GM cars.

They're all the result of the Delco Electronics "designed-in" philosophy. Designing sound systems to match specific car and truck interiors.

And that's just part of what we do at Delco Electronics. From music systems and engine controls to security systems and anti-lock brake controls. We're working to help make the cars and trucks you drive more secure, more enjoyable, more comfortable and dependable. Through electronics.

Delco Electronics.
We give you the best seat in the house.

© 1988 GM Corp. All Rights Reserved.
veneer (natural walnut and oak are available as well). Recessed into the back panel are four gold-plated, color-coded thumbscrew connectors that will accept bared leads or banana plugs. They are angled for visibility and easy cable insertion, though this makes them protrude slightly beyond the back surface of the enclosure.

At first glance, the availability of two pairs of connectors on each speaker suggests bi-amplification, but here the purpose is somewhat different. If you turn the speaker upside down, you will find a removable bottom panel with four brass fittings recessed into it. The fittings are for supplied prong feet, should you want the speakers to grip your floor tenaciously. Removing the bottom panel exposes the crossover board. Jumpers on it connect the two crossovers so that only one of the back-panel terminal pairs need be used.

You can remove the jumpers and run two wire pairs from your amplifier to the terminal panel. According to the manual: "Recent work . . . indicates that there can be a small improvement in reproduction by connecting the two crossover network sections with separate leads." Though the manual does not mention it, you can also use this option for what B&W calls "passive biamping." That is, you can drive the two sets of inputs (for tweeter and midrange/bass) with separate, preferably identical amplifiers, each carrying the full signal, and use the built-in crossover. (True biamping requires an electronic crossover to separate frequency bands before amplification.) This is said to offer a subtle improvement even over the dual-feed hookup from a single amplifier.

For most of the listening tests, I ignored these suggestions, as did DSL in making the measurements, on the presumption that most users would opt for the standard (one amplifier, one set of cables) hookup. In any event, I couldn't detect a significant difference in my setup when trying out the dual-feed option. If you buy the speakers, you might want to experiment, however, to see whether the special hookups make a difference in your system and room. If you want to use premium speaker cables (the manual says, "... at the B&W Research Department we have found linear or monocrystal to be eminently suitable"), double-wiring admittedly will add appreciably to the cost.

Sensitivity is fairly high for a totally sealed system—even one this large. The impedance spec, "not less than 4.5 ohms," is somewhat ambiguous. If B&W means to imply that no matter how you rate it overall, the figure will be 4.5 ohms or higher, the lab tests concur. The measured averages are 12.8 ohms in the music band and 9.8 ohms over the full audio band, while the minimum above the bass resonance (a common rating point) is 4.6 ohms. The curve does dip to 4.2 ohms at 20 Hz (and may drop still lower below that frequency) and to 3.9 Hz near 12 kHz. The maxima are 21.9 ohms near 1.3 kHz and 14.6 ohms at bass resonance around 55 Hz. Overall, the Matrix 3 should be a reasonably easy load for most amplifiers with typical signals.

Response is unusually flat and smooth. With the speaker 3 inches in front of the wall, DSL's measured on-axis response (shown in the graph) is within +3½, -3 dB from the 50-Hz band all the way to the band centered on 16 kHz and falls only a little lower in the 40-Hz and 20-kHz bands. The response dip around 300 Hz that shows up in a majority of our speaker-response measurements—stemming principally from partial cancellation due to a floor reflection—is less severe than often is the case, perhaps because of the dual 8-inch-driver arrangement. Also remarkable is the evenness throughout the treble. The off-axis response is very similar to the on-axis results and shows no significant evidence of beaming.

DSL also measured the speaker 32 inches out into the room. As you might expect, the important difference is in the bass, where the rolloff begins higher but slopes downward more gradually without the wall for reinforcement. Actually, I preferred the speakers out in the room for the listening tests. Without the early reflections from the wall, stereo imaging generally is at its best with any speaker, and the Matrix 3's bass seemed more than adequate and exceptionally clean in this orientation.

Distortion figures are quite low. In the least demanding test, at 85-dB SPL (sound-pressure level), they average well under 1 percent even when the deep bass is included. And as drive level is increased, the percentages rise less quickly than in most models we test. Even at the
maximum test level of 100-dB SPL, the average remains near 1 percent, and the figures stay remarkably low in the deep bass.

No evidence of impending overload could be perceived in the 300-Hz pulse test, either. At the test amplifier's maximum drive, calculated output was nearly 120-dB SPL, confirming B&W's contention that the Matrix 3 can be driven to the high levels needed for use as a studio monitor—a use for which its sonic properties make it eminently suited.

In the listening tests, I was very impressed by the speaker's handling of quiet detail, both alone and embedded within complex orchestral textures. A harp glissando here, a bassoon passage there, a creaky chair somewhere else—all sorts of minutiae that had been, at best, only vaguely sensed with other speakers—were clearly and delicately defined by the Matrix 3. This is partly the result of superlative stereo imaging. Repeatedly, I had to remind myself that these sounds were emanating from a pair of speakers—not being generated spontaneously in the air between and around them.

At B&W's insistence (and ignoring what it might do to the carpet) I overrode my skepticism and tried the sharp prong feet that screw into the bottom panel. To my surprise—because this hasn't been my experience in past such experiments—the stereo really did seem more vivid. It was not more sharply defined, as B&W's representative had claimed it would be—there was little room for improvement in that regard. But the stereo "picture" did seem decidedly bigger and more imposing, moving farther out beyond the speakers on more recordings.

The trouble with a speaker this good is that it sometimes tells you things about your records you would rather not hear. I had never before been aware, for example, how unflattering to some of the voices involved is the making for the live Prague recording of Rossini's Il viaggio a Reims (Deutsche Grammophon 415 498-2) or how much audience reaction can be heard behind the music. Still, for every such revelation there are other, positive ones to rejoice in.

B&W has built its reputation on careful craftsmanship in the development, design, and construction of its loudspeakers, and that has led to some superb results. The Matrix 3 Series 2 is unequivocally a case in point. Audition it, by all means.

Robert Long

**Precise Monitor 3 Loudspeaker**

Despite its model designation, the Monitor 3 is at the bottom of a product line that, at its inception, also included the Monitors 5, 7, 9, and 10—ranging up to $750 apiece. They are designed by engineer Keith Johnson for his relatively new company. Presumably we have more models to look forward to, filling the empty number slots.

In basic description, the Monitor 3 is not much different from any number of other compact speakers. A 1-inch soft-dome tweeter and a 6-1/2-inch polymer-laminated woofer are mounted axially on the baffle and concealed behind a removable stretch-fabric grille on a light plastic frame. The enclosure, finished in oak-grain vinyl, is rounded at the two sides to minimize diffraction. On the back panel are a vent for the ducted port and a recessed pair of color-coded spring-clip connections for the amplifier connections.

However, these clips are subtly out of the ordinary, since they will accept exceptionally heavy wire gauges and even banana plugs. The bottom of the enclosure is fitted with corklike pads that give it an unusually sure "grip" on the surface beneath. More important, I presume, is the design technique, which Precise calls Differential Stress Mode Analysis. According to the company, DSMA permits alteration of design parameters in a loudspeaker—to fine-tune the result—while complex musical waveforms are played through it.

The rather discursive owner's manual suggests use of a stand between 35 and 40 inches high with the Monitor 3. Diversified Science Laboratories used one 38 inches high and, for the curves shown here, placed it 6 inches from the wall. The bass peak, near 80 Hz, is quite pronounced, as is a dip associated with floor reflection in the region around 300 Hz. Above this, there is a mild prominence in the so-called "presence" region and then a gentle rolloff toward the extreme treble. The total spread of the on-axis curve over the working range of the
Moving the speaker 38 inches away from the wall tamed the bass peak considerably but introduced a sharp peak in the 500-Hz band, for a similar overall spread. In both cases, the off-axis plots show less of a dip in the floor-reflection range than do the related on-axis plots and give very little evidence of beaming at the top end. DSL's near-field measurements indicate that much of the energy in the bass peak actually is coming from the vent and reflecting off the wall; only around 100 Hz does the direct woofer radiation begin to dominate. The crossover to the tweeter appears to be near 3 kHz.

The impedance curve is surprisingly complex for so outwardly simple a speaker. The maximum, 28.4 ohms, is at the lower of the two bass peaks that are characteristic of vented systems. This occurs at 23 Hz; the other bass peak, at about 85 Hz, measures 23.6 ohms. Between them is a dip to 4.6 ohms, followed by one to 4.5 ohms centered below 200 Hz. Then the curve rises to 12 ohms above 1 kHz and ripples gradually downward from there, finally reaching a minimum of 4 ohms near 12.5 kHz. This suggests a relatively complex crossover and perhaps a somewhat more reactive load than might be typical for such a loudspeaker—but nothing untoward. The impedance spec for the model is 6 ohms. If you parallel the Monitor 3s with other speakers, perhaps this would be a safer load to assume than the 8-plus ohms of the measured average, just in case the amplifier proves finicky.

Like most compact speakers, this one is not at its best when pushed hard. To keep the woofer from overloading on the infrasonics in the test signal, DSL had to measure frequency response at a lower level than normal, and evidence of compression began to show in the distortion measurements for very high frequencies (6.3 and 10 kHz) at 95-dB SPL (sound-pressure level). At 100 dB, compression at these frequencies became severe.

At 85-dB SPL, distortion measured quite low—averaging around ½ percent—through the midrange and treble, but it ran considerably higher in the bass below 200 Hz. This pattern was maintained, with only moderate increases across the board, as level was increased. At the full 100 dB, the average still was not much above 1 percent for most of the midrange/treble area, though it ran considerably higher in the bass, of course. For so small a speaker, this is acceptable behavior.

Calculated output in the pulse test at maximum amplifier drive was nearly 118-dB SPL, which is plenty loud. The sensitivity is quite high for a small system—thanks to the bass-reflex design—and this helps boost output level in this test.

Frankly, I was surprised by some of these data when I saw them after giving the Monitor 3 extended listening tests, because it "listens" better than it measures. The bass had seemed smoother and truer with the stands out in the room than with them against the wall, and they were left accordingly for most of the listening. In that position, there is a pleasant immediacy, or forwardness, to the sound that probably is attributable to the moderate rise in the presence range—a rise that shows up on all of the lab's traces. And the distortion figures explain why there is some loss of inner detail on loud orchestral passages. But the overall listening impression is of greater smoothness and tonal balance than I would have predicted from the numbers alone. Stereo imaging is good, though not exceptional—in part because

Dimensions: 8 by 15½ inches (front), 10 inches deep plus clearance for grille and back-panel vent.
Price: $299 per pair.
Warranty: "Limited," five years parts and labor.
Manufacturer: Precise Acoustic Laboratories, Suite B, 200 Williams Dr., Ramsey, N.J. 07446.
The "CAM" rubric of the model number specifies Ohm’s Coherent Audio Monitor Series; the number itself represents the woofer enclosure volume in liters. Three models were announced a year ago: the CAM-42, -32, and -16. So the 16-liter (about ½-cubic-foot) model is the baby of the line. All share an obvious common element: the teardrop/egg shape of the plug-in, rotatable tweeter element.

The shape is important, because it is designed to avoid any edges that could cause diffraction and thus interfere with the direct sound from the ¾-inch poly-carbonate dome driver, which is ferro-fluid-cooled. At the bottom of the molded tweeter enclosure is a gold-plated phone plug that you insert directly into a matching jack on the top surface of the woofer enclosure. Calibrations around this jack indicate, in degrees, how far to either side of straight forward the tweeter is turned, as an aid in fine-tuning the “sweet spot” or returning to a setting if the tweeter has been accidentally rotated out of alignment.

This design allows you to have the woofers facing straight forward—the easiest orientation to manage in many installations—while aiming the high treble for best tonal balance and stereo imaging. In the latter capability, the CAM-16 imitates a number of expensive high-tech models that use extra tweeters, with or without additional electronics, to broaden the listening area in which stereo imaging will hold up well. Furthermore, according to Ohm, the arrangement allows phase coherence between tweeter and woofer, despite the adjustable tweeter orientation.

The avoidance of diffraction edges continues in the black-finish oak-veneer woofer enclosure. Except at the back, the cabinet edges are all beveled, and there is no frame structure in the protruding grille, which is made of formed, perforated plastic with a thin fabric bonded to its front surface. An edge flange running all the way around the grille fits into a slot in the cabinet, making the grille both secure and removable.

Behind it is a 6¼-inch long-throw polypropylene-cone woofer and a ducted port to extend the bass and increase sensitivity compared to an otherwise similar sealed cabinet. Both elements are mounted on the central axis of the baffle, the driver above the port and thus closer to the tweeter. Color-coded spring clips for the amplifier leads are recessed into the back panel. The manual (which is for the entire CAM line), states that “thermal overload devices” are built into the speaker’s drivers to “absorb momentary overloads.”

Diversified Science Laboratories measured Ohm’s CAM-16 on a 24-inch stand and 3 inches from the wall. In this tested and is considerably less “zingy” at the top and boomy at the bottom than once was the rule in small speakers trying to sound “big.” Which is to say that, given the right placement (as always), the Monitor 3 can supply good value in a system that is careful to avoid extravagance.

Robert Long
"BBE made my audio system sound better than I ever dreamed possible!"

"Listening to music has been my vocation and avocation for a lifetime. I've spent countless hours sitting in front of bandstands while some of the world's greatest musicians mesmerized me with their artistry.

"Listening to recorded music, of course, falls short of the delights of listening to a live performance. I was therefore skeptical when told that BBE could make a dramatic improvement to virtually all audio systems and I had to hear for myself.

"I was amazed at how much better the BBE 1002 made my music system sound! There was a presence, a being there sense of excitement. The rich textures of the instrumental sounds, the subtle nuances and details in the music come through with clarity and authenticity.

"BBE is clearly one of the most important advances in the electronic reproduction of music to come along in my lifetime. Bravo, BBE! Encore!"

The Great Professional Music Magazines Love BBE

"The difference in processed audio and non-processed audio is like the difference between high-fidelity speakers with and without pillows placed in front of them."

—Radio World

"There was no doubt the BBE processor added more spatial quality, more transients and more clean highs. This is the first black box that actually helped make my music sound the way that I knew it should. The effect is shattering!" —Music Technology

BBE Really Fits In

Measuring 16½" x 9" x 1¼", BBE fits perfectly into your audio rack. Then just plug it into your wall socket and standard tape loop.

Full Money-Back Guarantee

If you're not completely satisfied with the BBE 1002, return it within 30 days. We'll refund your money. No questions asked.

Full Warranty

All BBE products are backed by a full year's warranty on all parts and labor — and by our reputation for innovation and leadership in the audio and electronics industries.

Easy to Order

It's as easy as one, two, or three.
2. Or, complete and send us the coupon at right.
3. Or, if you're in New York or New Jersey, pick up your BBE 1002 in any MACY's audio department.
position, the frequency response shown in our graph exhibits somewhat more dip in the region associated with floor-reflection interference (here centered on about 300 Hz) than often is the case. Additional measurements, with the speaker 27 inches from the wall, show very little dip in this region, however, though they do show the characteristic bass rolloff that starts at relatively high frequencies because of the lack of reinforcement afforded by a nearby room boundary.

Ignoring the dip, on-axis response (with the speaker 3 inches from the wall) stays within +3%, −2 db from around 60 Hz to about 16 kHz. The most important maxima within this range are one in the midrange (centered on 800 Hz or so) and a pronounced peak at 10 kHz, above which the treble rolls off. Off-axis response is basically quite similar, with maybe a hint of beaming at the very top. This is part of the design; the manual states: “Your Monitor will sound brightest with the ET’s [egg tweeters] aimed at you and less so as they are turned away from you.” (The tweeter was pointing straight forward for DSL’s tests.)

Ohm lists no crossover frequency in the specs, but DSL’s near-field measurements suggest 3 kHz as a likely frequency. Direct output from the woofer holds up well to 100 Hz or so, below which the vent increasingly takes over. The impedance curve hits its maximum at bass resonance: 17 ohms at 80 Hz. Port resonance is at 25 Hz. The lowest impedance minimum measures 4.5 ohms at about 230 Hz. There is another minimum near 7 kHz, and the maximum between them is centered near 2.5 kHz. Most of the curve lies between 6 and 12 ohms. Ohm’s 8-ohm rating thus is reasonable, and is confirmed by the lab’s 8.9-ohm measured average.

The distortion measurements are not particularly low, though for a speaker this small they aren’t particularly high either. At 85-dB SPL (sound-pressure level), the figures average about 1 percent across the band. At 95-dB SPL, the lab found as much as 4 dB of compression at high frequencies and assumed that the built-in protection was functioning to protect the tweeter. Thus, testing was stopped at this level, with distortion already averaging more than 4 percent over the portion of the frequency band that remained uncompressed.

Frequency response had to be measured at a somewhat lower level than is the lab’s usual practice in order to keep infrasonics in the test signal from overloading the woofer. This, together with the results of the distortion test, suggests a limited maximum drive level. Actually, however, Ohm suggests that the model is appropriate for amplifiers up to 85 watts (19.3 dBW), and the CAM-16 did accept the full output of the test amp—a peak value of 578 watts, or some 8.6 dB higher—in the 300-Hz pulse test, producing a calculated output in excess of 116-dB SPL without complaint.

Ohm suggests that the top of the woofer cabinet be at approximately eye level, which in my listening room resulted in placing the speakers a little higher off the floor than the lab had done in measuring them. As often is the case, I found I preferred the sound with the speakers away from the wall, despite the bass reinforcement that a wall supplies. Although not especially extended on the lower end, the sound in the resulting position had a slight but noticeable richness of tonal balance, without any annoying boominess, that was quite appealing.

What problems showed up in the listening room centered on the opposite end of the spectrum and appeared to relate to the response curve’s peak at 10 kHz. Certain musical passages suggested a roughness or slight sizzle at the top end that didn’t really match the rest of the sound. When this quality appeared, it also compromised the otherwise very good stereo imaging by making some notes or overtones appear to move out of the stereo picture and into one or the other of the speakers.

But, as intended, the tweeters’ rotatability allows for considerable variation in upper-treble response. Rotating them...
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Test Reports

Bose 401 Loudspeaker

Dimensions: 1 11/4 by 30 inches (front; plus clearance for side grille), 11 1/4 inches deep.
Price: $599 per pair.
Warranty: "Limited," five years parts and labor.

Bose 901 appeared, so did the debate over whether the spaciousness of its sound added to or detracted from the realism of the music it reproduced. A generation later, the 901 is still with us (albeit, after a number of redesigns to make use of evolving technology), and so is the debate. The longevity of both may, in itself, constitute some sort of record.

The basic premise of all Direct/Reflecting speakers (a proprietary designation) is that significant portions of the sound should reach the listener by way of at least one room-boundary reflection. The 401's implementation of the concept is somewhat different from that of any of its predecessors. In particular, it specifically addresses the idea of aiming the treble inward, somewhat in front of the listening area, so that as you move your listening position in the direction of one of the speakers, you tend to move into the "beam" of the other, preserving stereo imaging over a wider area.

To this end, the "front" of the enclosure actually is angled inward by 45 degrees. The floor plan of these minitowers thus is basically an equilateral triangle whose 90-degree apex is at the outside back corner and whose acute angles (at the outside front and inside back) have been beveled off. Toward the top of both the front/inside and the outside surface are removable grilles made of stretch fabric over lightweight frames.

Behind the front/inside grille are a 2-inch cone tweeter, near the inner edge, and a 6 1/2-inch cone woofer, both centered about 2 feet above the floor. At the same height on the outside face is a second 6 1/2-inch woofer. On the back panel is a port that helps to extend the bass of the system. Also on the back panel are recessed color-coded clip input connectors that accept even heavy leads or banana plugs.

The Bose literature—essentially confirmed by Diversified Science Laboratories' near-field testing—implies that crossover is near 3 kHz and that the woofers behave identically but for the direction in which each propagates its output. Bass rolloff of the direct sound from the woofers begins below 100 Hz; output from the vent reaches its maximum near 40 Hz.

Most of the musical fundamentals—that is, the midrange and low treble—are propagated in two directions: (1) for-
ward and inward, along an axis that, in a normal 401 setup, passes in front of the listeners; and (2) to the side, where they can be reflected by the room's boundaries, particularly its side walls. The high treble, consisting primarily of overtones, comes from the single tweeter and is directed only along the forward/inward axis, whereas the deep bass (and, because of the dual drivers, even the not-so-deep bass) is essentially omnidirectional. Bose calls this driver configuration a Stereo Space Array. It is intended to combine the spaciousness typical of Direct/Reflecting systems (via the outward-firing drivers, in particular) with the broad, stable stereo "sweet spot" characteristic of upper-range driver axes that intersect in front of (rather than at) the listening position.

For its measurements, DSL kept the "on-axis" microphone directly out in front of the speaker, as it always does. This is not actually on the axis of any of the drivers, however. Nor is the "off-axis" mike, which is offset by approximately 30 degrees from the on-axis mike location, whereas the panel holding the front/inside drivers is offset by 45 degrees. In terms of the tweeter response, therefore, neither trace represents what would normally be called on-axis behavior, though the off-axis trace presumably comes closer than the on-axis one.

The graph shows response with the speakers 37 inches in front of the wall. The "on-axis" trace, in particular, is exceptionally flat except for a moderate peak near 160 Hz and some evidence of minor roughness in the high treble. Ignoring the peak, the trace falls within about +2, -33/4 dB from the 50-Hz band to that centered on 16 kHz. Despite the microphone's being considerably off-axis of the tweeter. The "off-axis" trace holds up even better (and is smoother) at the top end, but the upper-bass peak is broader.

Moving the speakers nearer the wall (6 inches away, for the lab test) pushed this peak down slightly in frequency but also exaggerated it somewhat. In the listening room, too, the bass seemed in somewhat better balance with the speakers farther from the wall, and this became the standard position for both measurement and listening. In any event, the 401 can't be placed literally against the wall, because the vent needs room to "breathe." And space at the sides—at least two feet, according to the owner's manual—is needed to delay the reflections from the side-firing drivers, in order to create the spaciousness that is the Direct/Reflecting hallmark.

Distortion at the lowest test sound-pressure level (SPL) of 85 dB averaged less than 1 percent, which is respectable but not outstanding. Impressively, however, it did not rise significantly in the deep bass, and the rise in distortion with increasing drive level was quite moderate. At the maximum level (100-dB SPL), the figures still averaged in the neighborhood of 2 percent, which isn't at all bad for a moderately priced, relatively compact system.

Impedance is rated at 4 ohms. Although the measured average comes in a bit higher, there are four points that measure just under 4 ohms in our test sample, suggesting that the lower rating should be adhered to in calculating multiple-speaker hookups. The highest peak is 14 ohms at woofer resonance, near 95 Hz. Except for a double-barreled trough in the woofer range, it is a textbook impedance curve for a vented system.

The sound of the 401s is not a textbook case, however. Like all Direct/Reflecting speakers, they suggest space in a very specific and exciting way, and they do so with a breadth and smoothness of sound that belies their relative modesty of size and price. Some roughness is audible in the treble, and the midbass is not exceptionally clean, but neither factor is excessive for a speaker in this class, and the sense of space and drama that the 401 supplies can easily offset these considerations for many listeners. The Direct/Reflecting approach has always exacted a price in precision of localization, and the 401 runs true to form, yielding a stereo image that is a little more diffuse than that which one might obtain from a more conventional design. Conversely, speakers that produce a more tightly focused image may sound comparatively flat and constricted.

For those who prefer the Direct/Reflecting sound but don't want to spring for the 901s, the 401s offer the best moderate-price alternative I've heard. In fact, dollar for dollar, I would call the 401s the better buy and possibly the best value Bose has ever offered. Let's hope that they stay around as long as the 901s have.

Robert Long
The selection of loudspeakers is the most difficult task you must undertake in assembling an audio system. One reason for this is that speakers are the most important link in a sound-reproduction chain—all the signals from your system must pass through the speakers to get to your ears—and therefore must be chosen with particular care. Another reason for the difficulty is that making fair comparisons among speakers is not easy, since it requires a high awareness of the possible decision-throwing factors, as well as unusual amounts of cooperation from your dealer in order to control, eliminate, or explain them.

This article is a guide to those factors for the speaker shopper, and is a primer on how actually to go about selecting a speaker. Speaker technology, as prominent as it is in advertisements and product brochures, is covered in a very cursory fashion, since it is not as important as speaker sound quality (see "Ignorance as Bliss," below). However, to many audio beginners, even sound quality takes second place to the bottom line.

**How much should I spend?**

The glib answer to this one is: as much as you can afford. A more complicated response requires a look at what you get at every price level. In general, it’s pretty difficult to find good speakers costing, at list price, less than $180 per pair (all speaker prices in this article are per pair). Cheap speakers typically won’t play loud enough or won’t have a solid bass (low-frequency) response, or they stand out in a showroom demo only because they are raucous. So beware of any units costing $180 or less, especially if they have large enclosures or contain more than two drivers (one woofer and one tweeter).

The highest concentration of good products lies in the $200-$500 price range, and, for a first system, this is an excellent price level to start exploring. As you ascend in this range, you’ll find better bass performance and an increased ability to play at lifelike sound levels. Experienced or critical listeners and those upgrading from a starter system would do well to look at the $750-$1,000 range. What you get in a speaker costing more than $1,000 are additional, perhaps very subtle or seldom-used refinements and possibly new and radical design approaches.

Systems assembled by stores and sold as a package tend to have too much emphasis placed on the electronic components and not enough on the speakers. You will have a better-sounding system if you spend less on the receiver/amplifier or CD player and more on the speakers. Careful selection of a speaker that takes into account its sensitivity (how much sound it puts out for a given amount of power) can save you considerable amounts on the electronics portion of a system (see "Reading Speaker Specs," below). Spending as much as half your total system budget on the speakers is not unreasonable.

**BY DAVID RANADA**
somebody "walks" a speaker around you while it is playing a "pink noise" test signal. Moral: Audition similar speakers close together so that the subtended angle between them (which, ideally, should be approximately 60 degrees) doesn't change much as you switch between them.

**Speaker Distance.** Sound quality can change with your distance from the speakers. This effect stems from, among other things, a change in the ratio of direct to reflected sound. Moral: Listen, if possible, to speakers from a distance close to that which you will have at home.

**Room Acoustics.** Many showrooms are heavily "damped" with carpets and acoustic treatments and are far less reverberant, especially at high frequencies, than a home listening room. A speaker that sounds well-balanced in such a showroom could sound overly "bright" and sibilant at home. Thin, flexible walls and drop ceilings can absorb bass; large glass doors and windows can reflect all manner of frequencies. Moral: Be aware of the acoustics of the showroom, and be prepared to do a mental comparison of them to the acoustics of your listening room.

**Noise Levels.** Except in New York City, it seems, stereo showrooms are noisier than typical home listening rooms. The human ear can hear "through" a great deal, but it is also extremely sensitive to the absolute level at which sound is reproduced: Something that sounds live at one volume level can sound annoyingly artificial if played slightly louder to cover up some noise. Moral: Find a quiet showroom, or at least one whose noise level does not exceed that of your listening room.

**Dirty Tricks.** Although the increasing sophistication of customers is making deceptive selling practices less common, dirty tricks can still occur. In order to sell one speaker over another, dealers have been known to put pinholes in drivers, burn out tweeters, switch in deep-bass subwoofers or ambience speakers on only one set in a comparison, turn driver level controls all the way down, place speakers in unfavorable positions, connect one pair out of phase, or adjust certain speakers so that they always sound slightly softer in a comparison. Moral: Choose your dealer carefully (see "Cat and Mouse," March 1989).

**How do I make an A/B comparison?** By following all the above suggestions, you've just turned the showroom into your home listening room—if only through mental compensation for showroom effects. But there are still three preliminary steps to take before you start serious auditioning.
First of all, even though the switcher may let you listen to any number of speakers, compare only two pairs at a time. Comparisons should be A vs. B, not A vs. B vs. C, etc. Reject at least one pair before moving on to others. When you are done, you can go back and check to make certain your choice still holds. Second, set any driver-level controls on the speakers to “neutral,” all the while keeping in mind that such controls, as well as amplifier tone (Continued on page 40)

### READING SPEAKER SPECS

Compared to, say, an audio-video receiver, a loudspeaker data sheet usually contains blessedly few specifications. In a way, this is an acknowledgment by the audio industry of the importance of listening in the evaluation of a speaker: If a loudspeaker could be completely characterized by numerical specifications, it probably would be. This may occur someday. Meanwhile, of the specs that are printed, a few are important to a buying decision, others should be disregarded altogether.

Some data can be basic to a speaker selection: size, weight, finish, price. But forget about a manufacturer’s frequency-response specifications. They are all so uniformly good that if they were true representations of speaker sound quality, you’d be hard pressed to account for the fact that speakers sound as different as they do. It’s better to trust your ears or the ears and lab tests of an equipment reviewer in matters relating to frequency response. The same goes for distortion performance, although in product brochures the specs for distortion are more rare than those for frequency response.

Three common technical specifications do need some attention: impedance, sensitivity, and the interrelated specs of recommended amplifier power and power-handling capability. Impedance is the load a speaker places upon the amplifier driving it; the lower the impedance, the greater the load. But impedance should be of concern only if you have an amplifier that is particularly inept at driving low impedances (fortunately, these are rare)—in which case beware if (1) the speaker you are considering has an unusually low (4 ohms or less) minimum impedance or if (2) you are thinking of running two or more pairs of speakers from the same amplifier simultaneously (all turned on at the same time). If you have a poorly designed amplifier and either of these two conditions is true, avoid speakers with a minimum impedance of 4 ohms or less (6 ohms or less, if you want to be conservative). Impedance is not a significant issue if your amplifier is capable of delivering more power into 4- or 2-ohm loads than 8-ohm loads or, in a multispeaker setup, if only one pair will be on at any given time.

The most important electronic specification relevant to a buying decision is probably a speaker’s sensitivity, which is a measure of how much sound it will generate when fed with a specific level of signal. A typical sensitivity spec might be “90-dB SPL/w/m,” which, translated, reads: “This speaker will generate a sound-pressure level of 90 decibels 1 meter away when fed with a 1-watt signal.” A sensitivity specification is not—repeat, not—a gauge of speaker quality, but it can help with evaluating speaker/amplifier compatibility—specifically, indicating whether your amp has enough oomph to do the job.

A 90-dB sound level produced in a typical (small to medium) home listening room is what most people would consider loud (100 dB = very loud, 110 dB = extremely loud, 120 dB = deafening—and dangerous). To gauge the maximum level a 90-dB speaker could produce from, say, a 30-watt amplifier, simply add the dBW figure for a 30-watt amplifier (see table) to the speaker sensitivity: 90 dB + 14 dB = 104 dB. So, for a 90-dB speaker, you would be able to generate very loud sustained levels from “only” a 30-watt amplifier. (To derive dBW equivalents for wattages not listed on the chart, find the base-level (remember, for many speakers you need only 1 watt to generate a loud 90-dB SPL or more). Classical music spends most of its time in the sub-watt regions and requires massive amounts of power only on the loudest fortissimos. Since large amounts of power are required only on peaks, the best—most cost-effective—amplifier/speaker-buying strategy would be to select as small an amplifier power consistent with the intended maximum listening level (add the speaker sensitivity to the dBW figure for the amp to get the listening level) and choose an amplifier at that power level with high “dynamic headroom,” for undistorted reproduction on peaks (a 2-dB dynamic headroom is rare, a 3-dB or higher rarer still, unfortunately).

From my purusal of store ads for component stereo systems, I’d say that most home setups are overloaded—that the amplifiers’ full output capabilities are rarely, if ever, reached during the life of the system. Perhaps this is because dealers and customers are confused by the admittedly perplexing recommendations by speaker manufacturers for “minimum amplifier power” or “power-handling capability.” Unlike the situation with speaker sensitivity, there are no industry-wide conventions for rating these important specs. One designer’s 25-watt minimum may be 15 watts to another. If the speaker manufacturer recommends a specific amplifier power, get one at approximately that level (within about 25 percent). If there is a minimum recommended power, buy at least that much. All this is fairly simple.

The complications set in with a speaker’s maximum power ratings. Most new buyers think that using an amplifier with a higher wattage than the speakers are “rated” for places the speakers under unnecessary stress or risk. Not so, unless you do something distinctly untoward: You play much louder than normal to show off your system, you are prone to drooping your stylus on your LPs, or you use large boosts in tone-control or equalizer settings.

The amount of power you need to obtain a given loudness level depends on the speakers’ sensitivity and not on the amount of power on hand. Most modern name-brand speakers can endure large amounts of power for short periods of time (less than a second), especially if they are ferrofluid cooled or use other measures to prevent driver overload. Having more amplifier power than you use is always better than less power, only because the amplifier—if not also the speakers—won’t distort on large peaks. If you are concerned about having too much amplifier power, you can always install fuses on the speaker lines. (Contact the speaker manufacturer for specific fuse recommendations.)

### ABOUT THE dBW

We currently are expressing power in terms of dBW—meaning power in dB with a reference (0 dBW) of 1 watt. The convention still will enable you to use the advantages of dBW in comparing these products to others for which you have no dBW figures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Watts</th>
<th>dBW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10 logarithm of the wattage and multiply that by 10.)

From the chart, you can also estimate the significant effect that speaker sensitivity can have on the choice of an amplifier or receiver. As far as maximum possible sound levels go, selecting a speaker that is 6 dB more sensitive than another (90 dB vs. 84 dB, a not unusual span) is equivalent to multiplying the amplifier power by 4 (30 watts into a 90-dB speaker will produce the same maximum level as 120 watts into a 84-dB model). The difference in speaker prices can be minimal, but the price difference between a 30-watt and a 120-watt amplifier is considerable.

Keep in mind that I’ve been talking about maximum levels so far. Most music, even loud rock music, putters along at very much lower levels (remember, for many speakers you need only 1 watt to generate a loud 90-dB SPL or more).
Before you buy a CD changer, there are two things you should consider. Your home. And your car.

Because Pioneer makes a compatible 6-disc CD changer system for both, now you can enjoy your favorite music wherever you go.

The key to home and car compatibility is Pioneer's ingenious 6-disc magazine, which works in all Pioneer home and car CD changers. It's the most convenient way to load, store and catalog your CDs.

All of Pioneer's home CD changers feature the latest innovations in digital
technology, as well as multiple programming capability and random play.

As for versatility, you simply won't find a better car CD changer system. A Pioneer car CD changer can either replace or be added on to your current car stereo, using one of four advanced CD controller units.

Of course, there are still some places where you won't be able to enjoy Pioneer's 6-disc CD Changer system. But we're working on it.
controls, may make a speaker sound better in your own listening room. Third, match levels so that the two speaker pairs play at as nearly the same loudness level as possible. A mere 1-DB difference in overall level can make you prefer one speaker pair over another, even if they are the same speakers. It is therefore essential that you make an attempt to compensate for this effect.

The best way to match levels is to measure them using an A-weighted sound-level meter (Radio Shack makes a workable one for around $30) while playing pink noise from a test-signal CD. If instrumentation is not available, match levels while playing musical passages with predominantly midrange material (or turn the amplifier’s bass and treble controls all the way down). If the dealer’s switcher cannot match levels, try to do it manually, using the volume controls on the amplifier. A fair comparison cannot be made without at least approximately matched levels.

While listening, set the overall listening level to what you prefer. But be aware that the ear can be most discerning when the levels are elevated yet not deafening. For well-recorded acoustical instruments, the proper level is that of the real instrument or ensemble as heard from the sonic perspective contained in the recording.

When switching from speaker A to speaker B, do so instantaneously during a continuous texture in the music. This can be during a sustained note or, in more dynamic musical styles, during a musical phrase. Don’t switch between phrases, because the music may also change there. Don’t take more than a fraction of a second to switch, since the ear can forget the most subtle differences in so short a time. And don’t be afraid to switch often—even once a second or faster.

What do I listen to and for?
I recommend that you listen to a wide variety of music as possible—don’t just bring in one treasured disc, unless that’s all you ever listen to. At the very least, take along samples of the complete range of music you prefer listening to. When I do speaker evaluations, the music ranges from Gregorian chant (ambience and midrange coloration), through the classics and opera (overall balance), to disco and rock (power handling, bass performance, and stereo effect). Along with instantaneous switching between competing models, the use of many different recordings helps you zero in on a speaker’s personality.

Don’t listen only to the music you bring, however. The store may have some favorite demo discs you may not have heard that can show your prospective purchase to best advantage (or disadvantage). Conversely, don’t listen only to a store’s discs—which could have been chosen to suit a particular type of speaker and might not include any musical genres you like.

Every good listener I know recommends auditioning at least one solo vocal recording, male or female, preferably both. We all are quite familiar with the sound of the voice, and the coloration imposed on a voice by a speaker can be very vivid during an A/B comparison. The trick is finding a natural-sounding voice recording and not one gimmicked up with electronic processing. Classical and folk vocals are the least likely to have been “enhanced.”

Beyond vocal recordings, it’s very difficult to make recommendations because, unless you know what the real thing sounds like (this is where hearing live music comes in handy), you have no way of knowing whether the sound qualities you are hearing originate in the recording or are a property of the speakers. In general, the overriding goal in the design of a high-quality loudspeaker system is the creation of a “balanced” sound. This is one in which no part of the reproduced frequency range receives undue prominence, which could thereby alter instrumental and vocal timbres. This doesn’t necessarily mean a “flat” frequency response, although flat-measuring speakers tend naturally to sound better balanced. A well-balanced speaker should be able to reproduce a natural-sounding recording realistically, and a highly processed or synthesized one accurately (accuracy and realism are separate qualities not always found simultaneously, if at all, in a given model). Again, in assessing realism and accuracy, it is helpful to use many different recordings and to audition them on speakers above your price range, just to see what they can sound like.

In your perusal of brochures and test reports and your encounters with salespeople, you might run across such other descriptive terms as clarity, impact, richness, fullness, and presence. But while such words have great evocative power, they can generate different responses in different people and can be useless in actually communicating information about what you are hearing. There is at least one word, however, that can be useful: imaging. This describes a speaker system’s ability to create the audible illusion of sounds originating from other than the two speaker locations. (This is what I have been calling the “stereo effect.”) Usually, imaging refers only to the creation of phantom “images” of sound sources spread between the speakers. Imaging can range from being precise and “tight” (the phantom images are perceived as well-defined, small sources) or vague or smeared (the images are proportionately larger than life-size or have no definite point of origin). Be aware, however, that recordings can have precise or vague imaging themselves and that vague images are ordinarily what you hear at a live concert—vague imaging can sometimes be considered both accurate and realistic. Image stability is also a criterion: The size and location of the phantom sources don’t change much with small head movements—or even, with some speakers, with complete changes of listening position. But this may not matter if you are the type who sits still during serious listening.

“Ambience” is related to imaging in that it describes a speaker’s ability to create a sense of acoustic space around the phantom sources, the ability to locate those sources in depth (receding from the plane of the speakers), and the rare ability of suggesting space to the sides and in back of the listening position. Even though they may sound quite similar otherwise, different models vary greatly in these properties, which are most audible with classical recordings.

Why do speakers sound so different?
Because speakers are supposedly designed by highly trained engineers, it may be surprising for the beginner to find that various

(Continued on page 87)
Audio Fetish Finalists

We present the winner and runners-up in our outlandish-ideas contest.

Spike Bones

Headphones need spikes for direct contact with the skull. This improves bass response via bone conduction. It also helps compensate for the nonlinearity of the human ear.

Dominic Centala
Posen, Mich.

Our October 1988 issue included an article called "Audio Fetishes," by Ken Kantor, in which he discussed some of the peculiar theories that have been advanced in the audiophile community and how to distinguish the ones that might have some merit from those that very likely don't. In conjunction with that piece, we announced a fetish contest: The entrant who submitted the funniest, most outrageous oddball audio idea would win an NHT three-piece loudspeaker system, and the runners-up would get two-year subscriptions (or subscription extensions) to HIGH FIDELITY.

The response was overwhelming. One reason it has taken us so long to announce the winners is the amount of time it took to evaluate all the entries. But now we're ready. Congratulations go to Dominic Centala, whose fetish was the unanimous first choice of the judges, and to the six other finalists. Their entries follow, for your entertainment. Just remember—they're only kidding (I think).

Michael Riggs
Kool Sounds
I once knew an audiophile who would ask several of his friends over to listen any time he bought a new album. Sitting on the coffee table in his living room were bowls of ice cubes. The idea was to place a cube between the jaw teeth on each side of your mouth. He insisted that this enhanced one's sensitivity to high-frequency sounds. There we would sit, listening to whatever record he had for us with ice melting in our mouths. He was quite sold on this fetish—to the point of providing little flavored ice cubes made from Kool-Aid. I realized he was serious about it when I dropped by unannounced one evening and found him listening to an album, ice melting in his mouth and his bare feet in a tub of warm water. "Experimenting," he said, "pushing the envelope." John L. Summers Millwood, W. Va.

Beer-Bottle Blues
Drinking beer while listening to music can cause a moderate loss of bass response. The reason is that beer bottles piled up around the listener absorb low frequencies in the vicinity of 125 Hz. (Glass has a sound-absorption coefficient of 0.35 at 125 Hz.) W. B. Josburg Memphis, Tenn.

Time to Rewind
Speaker cable should be replaced periodically with newly wound wire. (You can tell when this is necessary because your system will start to sound too familiar.) An atom of copper has a limited number of electrons it can give up, and a length of wire has a limited number of atoms. Eventually, the wire will have given up most of its free electrons and will start to load down the amplifier to which it is connected, causing it to clip. James L. Stacey II West Lafayette, Ind.
Diet Cable
You should use the thinnest possible cables to connect the components of your system. Skinny wire gives less room for some electrons to move laterally while others are moving forward, so when they come out the end of the cable they’ll be more coherent. Also, when electrons reach a certain density, they tend to repel each other, further restricting lateral movement.

Ed Stokes
Glassboro, N.J.

Cold Sounds
Cassettes sound better when you keep them in the refrigerator. The reason is that the oxide particles on the tape are subject to thermal randomization, which acts to partially erase the audio signal. Low temperatures inhibit this process.

John V. Goodman
Cumberland, Md.

Power Dive
You can increase the maximum power output of an amplifier by placing it at a level above that of the speakers. The force of gravity affects power output according to the formula \( \Delta P = PTgh \)—where \( \Delta P \) is the change in rated amplifier output in watts, \( P \) is the rated power in watts, \( T \) is Thatcher’s Constant (0.2964 sec/m), \( g \) is the gravitational constant (9.8 m/sec^2), and \( h \) is the height differential (in meters) between the amplifier and speakers. This phenomenon works according to the same principle as a siphon.

Mark Stanley Thatcher
Athol, Mass.
A sound investment, indeed! You can get EIGHT brand-new, high-quality Compact Discs for $14—that's a good deal! And that's exactly what you get as a new member of the CBS Compact Disc Club. Just fill in and mail the application—we'll send your 8 CDs and bill you $14 plus shipping and handling. You simply agree to buy six more selections at regular Club prices, which currently are $12.98 to $15.98 plus shipping and handling. (Multiple-unit sets may be somewhat higher.) After completing your enrollment agreement, you may cancel your membership at any time after doing so.

How the Club works: About every four weeks (13 times a year) you'll receive the Club's music magazine, which describes the Selection of the Month...plus many exciting Special Selections, usually at a discount off regular Club prices, for a total of up to 19 buying opportunities. If you wish to receive the Selection of the Month, you need do nothing—it will be shipped automatically. If you prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, fill in the response card always provided and mail it by the due date specified. You will always have at least 10 days in which to make your decision. If you ever receive any Selection without having 10 days to decide, you may return it at our expense.

The CDs you order during your membership will be billed at regular Club prices, which currently are $12.98 to $15.98 plus shipping and handling. (Multiple-unit sets may be somewhat higher.) After completing your enrollment agreement, you may cancel membership at any time; if you decide to continue as a member, you'll be eligible for our money-saving bonus plan. It lets you buy one CD at half price for each CD you buy at regular Club prices.

10-Day Free Trial: We'll send details of the Club's operation with your introductory shipment. If you are not satisfied for any reason whatsoever, just return every CD within 10 days and you will have no further obligation. So why not choose 8 CDs for $14 right now?
You are an avid and discerning record collector. Your format of choice is Compact Disc. Your musical taste focuses on, but is not limited to, classical music, especially great performances from the golden age of the phonograph. You have a penchant for the offbeat. You love Bach and Mozart and Mahler as much as anyone, but what really intrigues you is to hear a famous performer play the works of a somewhat obscure composer or to come across a war-horse interpreted by a fine musician whose name has slipped into the shadows. A worthy account of some undeservedly neglected piece of chamber music, or a live recording of a less-than-familiar opera, excites you more than the latest brand-name blockbuster, with its concomitant PR blitz.

Well, good news! There is a shop that offers hundreds of fascinating reissues and even some new recordings—none of which will you see at the record store in your local mall. The complete theater music of Purcell from Christopher Hogwood and the Academy of Ancient Music, long out of print on LP—they have it, superbly remastered, in a beautiful boxed set of six CDs. Glenn Gould’s great recording of keyboard works by Byrd and Gibbon? They’ve got it, too. Les Contes d’Hoffmann with Schwarzkopf and Gedda? It’s there, too. Lili Kraus’s recording of the complete Mozart concertos? The Budapest String Quartet’s classic set of the 16 Beethoven quartets? Pierre Boulez conducting the complete works of Webern? All of those

By Jamie James

Got a Yen for CDs?
and many more are to be found there.

The shop I have described is not on a little back street in Greenwich Village or the West End of London, nor is it in Paris or Berlin. It is any well-stocked record store in Japan.

Yes, this is another field in which the Japanese have beat us at our own game. While baseball and apple pie may never be subject to Japanese competition, it is depressing to realize that Japan's superiority in the realm of audio hardware has spread to software as well. But it is unquestionably true: Japanese consumers have a wider choice of musical product than we do. What is amazing about this is that we are talking about Western music, interpreted by Western artists and recorded by American and European engineers.

In part because of their unprecedented wealth, and in part because of their ability to adapt quickly to changing circumstances, the Japanese have won the CD wars. While Western markets were comparatively slow to react to the overwhelming acceptance of the Compact Disc medium, the Japanese, with their national mania to have the latest thing, embraced it without reservation. The result, perhaps temporary, is a strange cultural dislocation. Although American record executives are quick to reassure anyone who asks that, yes, more and more of the back catalog will be reissued, there is nevertheless something peculiar about the fact that Hogwood's Purcell is unobtainable in England and Boulez's Webern is not to be had in Paris or Vienna—while they are both readily found in Tokyo. Perhaps the most absurd case of all is the recent decision by Polygram's Tokyo office to issue the complete recorded output of Hank Williams in a deluxe multi-CD set. This, while Williams—the father of country music and a veritable American icon—is represented in his homeland by one forlorn CD release: a two-disc set on Polydor.

There is nothing sinister about the way Japanese record companies have come to dominate the field. They have simply done what companies in capitalist economies are supposed to do: supply their customers with what they want—in this case, a wide selection. Choice is what it's all about. The SCHWANN CD catalog lists 42 recordings of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony that are available on CD in the United States. That sounds like overkill, and of course it is, but if the one you want isn't among those listed, then 42 isn't enough.

The most egregious contributors to the Reissue Gap—the labels that have taken least advantage of what their Japanese divisions are cranking out—are CBS Masterworks and Decca/London, though Angel EMI and others have had their share of lapses. Juro Yokoyama, the executive in charge of the classical division at Sony/CBS's Tokyo headquarters, explained in a recent interview: "Japan was the first to believe in the Compact Disc, mostly because we had the advantage in terms of manufacturing and marketing it. But even though the business shots are being called in Tokyo, the remixing and remastering is being done in New York whenever possible—in a number of cases, according to Yokoyama, by the original producers and engineers. (That may be far from reassuring to many collectors, given the execrable quality of some of CBS's early CD reissues—notably, those of Bruno Walter's recordings with the Columbia Symphony.)"

The new age at Sony/CBS is getting high marks even in New York. Says Peter Munves, the director of market planning at CBS Masterworks in New York, "The Japanese are taking a much longer view. Now I will be able to do things that I would never have been able to do before, because we were always looking at the bottom line." Without explaining exactly what these things are, he implies that with the Japanese in control, the consumer will have much to rejoice about. Yokoyama emphasizes that in Japan, Sony/CBS lists music and a veritable American icon—is represented in his homeland by one forlorn CD release: a two-disc set on Polydor.

It appears that Western collectors may be better off with the catalog in the hands of the Japanese. They seem to be more favorably inclined to reissues, and they are doing it responsibly. There is not a whiff of unseemly possessiveness about the new regime at CBS. Even though the business shots are being called in Tokyo, the remixing and remastering is being done in New York whenever possible—in a number of cases, according to Yokoyama, by the original producers and engineers. (That may be far from reassuring to many collectors, given the execrable quality of some of CBS's early CD reissues—notably, those of Bruno Walter's recordings with the Columbia Symphony.)
Because of their ability to adapt quickly to changing circumstances, the Japanese have won the CD wars.
and in American dollars is so much lower, compared to the price in yen, that Japanese importers are able to bring in the American or English issue of the same disc and sell it for as much as 30 percent less than the Japanese one. The liner notes will be in English, but that is a certain snob appeal for some Japanese consumers.

An even more outrageous side effect of Japan's economic health on its domestic music market is described by Tetsuya Shibayashi, the manager of the international repertory department of Nippon Columbia, parent company of Denon. All of Denon's Compact Discs are manufactured in Japan, but the ones that are exported have, in Shibayashi's words, "a very different price"—meaning that the price Japanese manufacturers charge to wholesalers in their own country is higher than the price charged to wholesalers abroad. Japanese importers are thus able to re-import (or de-import) those export discs, bringing them back to Japan, where they can offer them for a lower price than the product originally earmarked for domestic release—even after the discs have traveled around the world.

To combat this unintended hardship imposed by the booming economy, the major labels in Japan are constantly dreaming up new ways to appeal specifically to the Japanese classical-music market. Many Japanese are quite sophisticated about Western music, and this has been the case since the early years of this century. As Shibayashi reminds us, the first recording ever made of Mahler's Fourth Symphony was Japanese, performed by a forerunner of the NHK (Japanese Broadcasting Corporation) Orchestra and engineered by Nippon Columbia. Nonetheless, as any product manager will tell you, there's no such thing as too much market share, so the labels have come up with a variety of marketing tactics to boost sales.

One is the release of compilations of famous musical selections in colorful, low-price packages. That is common practice everywhere, but the Japanese have carried it to unprecedented extremes. Japanese London has a series that began with a disc called This Is the Shostakovich!!! It consisted of brief excerpts from the symphonies. Another series, called Classical Dictionary, is more serious and makes a real attempt to initiate the novice into the basics of the Western musical tradition. The strangest marketing concoction of all was devised by Sony/CBS, which put together a disc called CM Classics containing snip- pets of famous classical tunes that have been used on Japanese television commercials for cars. The copy on the brochure reads: "Feel the Breeze/Catch the Sun/Nice and Easy/Listen to the Music/Play/Now It's Time for the CM Classics."

O
one of the peculiarities of Japanese record collectors, according to London Records’ Mori, is that they prefer whenever possible to buy complete sets. "They like the feeling of security of knowing that they have it all," he explains. Western consumers perhaps tend to be more easily frightened by the prices of complete sets, although when the maximum amount of music is fitted onto each disc, as opposed to the usual one-to-one LP-to-CD reissue ratio, the complete sets are cheaper. And many American and European collectors might like to have the same secure feeling of "having it all." Furthermore, when a large body of work is broken down into several volumes, as it frequently is in the West, there is always one album that seems never to be available. The record companies will say that the collector can always special-order titles that are hard to find—but just try it.

Another peculiarity of the Western philosophy of reissuing back catalog is that new recordings by young artists are always full-price issues, whereas the classic, benchmark performances of the same music by established figures are routinely reissued on midprice or budget lines. Presumably, the pricing reflects the differential in a label's investments in the discs: A new recording costs a great deal more than a catalog reissue does. Yet the practice creates a strange imbalance. The prospective purchaser is asked to pay nearly twice as much for Ivo Pogorelich's Chopin as for Horowitz's, twice as much for Seiji Ozawa's Ravel as for Monteux's definitive recordings. One pays a premium to hear Katia Ricciarelli as Tosca, compared, for instance, to the likes of Leontyne Price.

If that seems a bit topsy-turvy, it is not an unusual state of affairs at the major labels in the West. One senses that only very recently have they completely accepted the age of the CD; they just don't seem able to roll with the punches as quickly as their Japanese counterparts. Alison Ames, until recently vice president of Deutsche Grammophon in New York and now that label's chief of A&R for the American market (as well as Leonard Bernstein's producer), concedes: "At DG, we had a broader catalog in 1974 than we do now. We've had to hie more to the mass-market end of things." Ames points out the many pressures on the major labels nowadays, particularly the proliferation of fly-by-night labels—"I'll call them mushroom labels," she says, "because they spring up like mushrooms in the forest after a good rain"—that offer lower-paid, no-name artists on CD for very low prices. "They probably don't pay the performers," Ames notes sardonically. "We do."

All the American record executives interviewed for this story predicted that better times are coming, if the consumer will only be patient. Perhaps this is indeed merely a bumpy period of transition and, in a few years' time, we will be able to shop till we drop. In the meantime, you can always take your life's savings out of the bank and head for Japan.
INTRODUCING PROOF THAT WE KNOW ACCURATE SOUND INSIDE AND OUT.

PRESENTING THE NEW INDOOR/OUTDOOR MINI ADVENT LOUDSPEAKERS.

Now you can hear the traditionally natural Advent® sound in a totally different environment. Outside.

Because our new Indoor/Outdoor Mini loudspeakers are resistant to water, humidity, heat and cold, the sound from your speakers will be accurate, even when the weatherman is not.

Plus, they've been designed with the same type of features that have made the Advent sound a legend indoors. Including 5 1/4" long throw polypropylene woofers. Polycarbonate hard dome tweeters. And 120 watts peak power. (165, when connected to our Mini Subwoofer.) They sound terrific by themselves or completing a surround sound system.

Wrap it all up in sleek, black Eurostyle cabinets that go just about anywhere (especially when using our optional wall and ceiling mounts), and you have a pair of speakers that will definitely get you out of the house more often.

To hear our Indoor/Outdoor Mini loudspeakers, or any of the fine line of Advents (including the new Prodigy II), just step inside your nearest Advent dealer.

Sound as it was meant to be heard.
Each year, "jazz" becomes a more and more dubious umbrella word. Today, it's used to cover musicians as diverse as Louis Armstrong, Albert Ayler, and Kenny G., to label subgenres as seemingly independent of each other as Chicago avant-garde and L.A. fuzak. It's possible for two people to proclaim themselves jazz fans and for each to be deeply involved with a type of music the other has never heard or holds in disdain.

In short, jazz is a huge area of endeavor, an imposing entity to both fan and neophyte. What's needed is some kind of comprehensive guide, something to aid the listener faced with the welter of names, styles, and conflicting assertions as to what real jazz is or isn't. Not that there's a desult of fine books on the general topic—opinions being like outstanding debts everybody has one—but what I'm talking about are reference books: biographical dictionaries, consumer guides to recordings, or hybrids of both. Something to help us work our way through the pleasurable confusion.

What attempts there have been to come up with useful books have been limited either by taste or by the more willful editing resulting from the difficulty of getting it all—or even a lot of it—down in one volume. Consider, for example, the pioneer works of both Frederic Ramsey, Jr., and Hugues Panassie. Ramsey, who had been writing about jazz since the 1930s, came out with the seminal reference book, *A Guide to Longplay Jazz Records* (Long Player Publications), 1964. Using the approach of a roundup of available LPs, Ramsey wrote succinct critiques covering the then current spectrum of the music from New Orleans founding fathers to hotshot young post-Bird players like James Moody and Dexter Gordon. Although his generally clear-eyed assessments d.d entail a certain amount of squinting as he gazed upon the much-hyped moderns (the book's original edition has a series of record-company ads in the back, pushing "progressive modern jazz," "music of the future," and the like, such trumpeting begs for a skeptical response), he is a font of open-minded liberality compared with Panassie.

The French critic took the biographical-dictionary approach, co-writing with Madeleine Gautier his *Guide to Jazz* (Houghton Mifflin), first published here in 1956 (having been originally published in France two years earlier as *Dictionnaire du Jazz*). This could have been a model for later attempts if it weren't for Panassie's one little quirk: he considered bop to be some kind of mutant offspring that wasn't really jazz. Charlie Parker, we read, "gradually gave up jazz in favor of bop," while Thelonious Monk "has strayed far from jazz but never completely turned his back on it as the bop players have." Of Art Blakey, we are told "there are no records that do justice to his value as a jazz musician”—meaning, in Panassie-speak, that he has made bop records. Perhaps most mind-boggling of all is his assertion that Clifford Brown, "unlike most boppers, [is] an accomplished musician." Under the entry "Bop," Panassie gets to explain his peculiar views and reveals himself to be a paternalistic racialist with a tin ear. Look this one up in the library, it's a hoot.

The next famous efforts to get it together in a dictionary mode were Leonard Feather's *The Encyclopedia of Jazz* (which was first published in 1955), *The Encyclopedia of Jazz in the Sixties* (1966), and *The Encyclopedia of Jazz in the Seventies* (1976; all three now available from Da Capo Press). Unfortunately, I couldn't obtain a copy of the first book before press time, but...
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Feather has written that it covers “men, women, and events in jazz history from the beginning.” The other volumes, as their names imply, zero in on the achievements of Feather’s subjects, be they Duke Ellington or Archie Shepp, during the specified decades. To gauge Feather’s success at encapsulating the whole of jazz history, you’d need all three books: Despite his judicious use of quotations (from musicians and critics) to give fair representation to controversial subjects—a good approach to the turbulent ’60s and ’70s—and despite his own considered and open-minded opinions (with an assist from Ira Gitler for the later volume), the focus of these two titles remains decidedly narrow.

What makes them of still current interest by themselves, apart from the many fine photographs (the sudden appearance of varied and wild hairdos in the ’70s being especially striking), is the inclusion of excerpts from some of the Blindfold Tests that he conducted for Down Beat over the years. The premise of these tests is to have a musician judge a cut from a record, with no prior information given, and the result is often proof that you don’t have to be a didactic Frenchman to resist new sounds. Reading the excoriating comments of established musicians confronting the work of Ornette Coleman and John Coltrane brings back the to-the-barricades mood of the times (instructive, too, for those who would take our hard-won freedoms for granted). Another bonus is the inclusion of varied and wild hairdos in the ’70s being.

Harmony’s glitzy encyclopedia is pleasing to the eye, sure, but the text is not for beginners only.

The Harmony Illustrated Encyclopedia of Jazz is built around three main sections: an alphabetical listing of albums covers (all in color), it’s pleasing to the eye. The entries are mostly biographical sketches centering around key musicians (especially artists who temporarily had few records is constantly in flux, this guaranteed that the guide would be dated by the time it appeared (for example, it missed the Blue Note revival—no small matter). Also, this approach leads to sometimes skimpy discographies and the exclusion of essential artists who temporarily had few or no records in the Schwann catalog: we get a listing for Sathima Bea Benjamin and none for Andrew Hill or Yusef Lateef, a listing for the group Blackbyrds and none for Grachan Moncur III or Milt Jackson.

Theoretically, as every jazz fan knows, all jazz records are available at all times—that’s why we scour the cutout/bargain bins (saving money is, like, incidental). But even with these limits, the Rolling Stone book is worth having. Bob Blumenthal’s many entries are especially cogent, and nobody disgraces himself. The use of writers of varying sympathies allows the covering of a range of musical styles without a right, left, or center slant. A nice start, and one hopes that soon they’ll reassemble the same crew and get it right.

Though a bit off the path I am beating right now, John Schaefer’s New Sounds: A Listener’s Guide to New Music (Harper & Row), published in 1987, is worth noting. Already listed in David Browne’s article on rock reference books in the March 1988 issue of High Fidelity, it’s the kind of unclassifiable work that will probably also get mentioned if this magazine gets around to doing a survey of classical-music reference books—or one on electronic music, Balinese music, East Anglian boiled water music, whatever. The chapter in this intriguing source that may interest jazz fans is “ECM and Windham Hill: A Tale of Two Labels,” which not only covers those companies (Schaefer’s approach is an essay followed by a thorough, annotated discography) but also weaves in references to many of those musicians who have stretched the boundaries of jazz by bringing in elements from the outside (John Coltrane, Chick Corea, Anthony Davis, Miles Davis). The book is recommended: Schaefer’s enthusiasms don’t always translate into insights, but the scope of his listening is impressive, his explications of esoteric forms helpful—and besides, he got there first with the most, and one can’t help but salute.

Getting back to our main stream, it seems there has been some sort of jazz revival recently in Britain: At least twice in The Harmony Illustrated Encyclopedia of Jazz, reference is made to sixteen-year-olds in discos overhearing the relative merits of trumpeters Kenny Dorham, Lee Morgan, Clifford Brown. I’ll believe it when I overhear it, but meanwhile this British import (first published in 1978; third edition, 1987) is designed like an outreach project for a young audience. A large-size paperback, liberally sprinkled with color and black-and-white photos as well as pictures of albums covers (all in color), it’s pleasing to the eye. The entries are mostly biographical sketches centering around key recordings, responsibly mentioning who has influenced whom. The two writers, Brian Case and Stan Britt, give the impression of actually having listened to most of the albums they write about. Case, the more colorful stylist of the two, handles the modern stuff while Britt delineates the earlier genres.

The book leads off with a typically cranky spiel from Wynton Marsalis, featuring his usual tight-booty proclamations about “the cult of the primitive” (i.e., avant-garde jazz) and “adolescent passions” (i.e., fusion; as one who has done some musical growing-up in public—and who I hope will do some more—Marsalis should be careful with those “adolescent passion” cracks). This is followed by a more catholic introduction by Chrissie Murray, who testifies to the Harmony team’s commitment to inclusiveness. All
very nice, though there's a price to be paid for attempting range—which explains, no doubt, why there's an entry for Tony Dagradi in the main text while Wardell Gray and Kenny Clarke are relegated to an appendix of people that couldn't quite be fit in. Still, this is an impressive combination of glibzy packaging and genuine substance, not for beginners only.

Less successful is another recent British offering, Jazz on Compact Disc: A Critical Guide to the Best Recordings (Harmony), published in 1987. The problem here is one of trying to take a snapshot of a rapidly changing landscape. Since this book was completed, basic sides on Blue Note, Fantasy, Impulse!, and Atlantic (and other labels) have been CD'ed, seriously handicapping author Steve Harris's entries on Ornette Coleman, Art Blakey, Eric Dolphy, Dave Brubeck, Herbie Hancock, etc.

Aside from that, Harris's judgments are thoughtful if conventional, befitting a modernist centrist with a respect for and appreciation of antecedents. At one point, he surprises with his assessment of the critically acclaimed Sonny Rollins disc Sunny Days, Starry Nights, calling it "bloated—incoherent, messy, and claustrophobic," but then, perhaps weakening at the thought of bucking the consensus, gives it two of a possible three stars. Still, if there are no good heresies here, there are no stupidities either. Harris considers both substance and sound, but his preselection of discs he thinks are worth mentioning makes his merit ratings an ostensible exercise, with one-to-three stars merely representing varying degrees of good. Extensive browsing yielded only two definite goofs to report: pianist Marilyn Crispwell listed as a flutist, and Out to Lunch, rather than Last Date, noted as Eric Dolphy's final album. Overall, a solid but premature effort; if you want to keep abreast of the effort; if you want to keep abreast of the ever changing CD scene, your best bet for now is to stick to magazines (like, oh, say, High Fidelity).

And still they come. Just this year has seen the publication of Jazz Portraits: The Lives and Music of the Jazz Masters (William Morrow), a snazzy-looking bio-dictionary offering 200-plus entries on musicians without whom, authors Len Lyons and Don Perlo say, "jazz would be somewhat less than it is today." This book falls somewhere between coffee-table worthless and moderately helpful compendium. There are many fine pictures, and the essays average about 1½ pages of average-size print. These are standard career pieces, with negative judgments usually limited to consensus views of musicians' early shortcomings or later decline. During the course of each essay, the details tend to get sharper the closer in time we get to the present (where consensus is less set). The lack of discographies creates a gap not always filled by the text: The Kenny Dorham entry mentions only one of his many Blue Note albums as side-man and none as leader, and Jackie McLean's only Blue Note named is Hipnosis.

The effects of the recent upheavals in jazz on the careers of various artists seem to elude Lyons and Perlo. Vibist Bobby Hutcherson's significant evolution from avant-gardist to neoclassicist isn't even referred to in his segment, while Herbie Hancock's change in direction is handled so facilely it reads like a put-on: "Despite his band's critical success, Hancock's hopes for earning a living in jazz seemed dim in 1973, until the day that chanting his mantra reminded him of a longstanding desire to play r&b." The book includes a useful glossary of terms often used by jazz critics, sometimes imprudently. Here you'll find out what "head arrangement" and "modal jazz" really mean, as well as the oddly precise assertion that the word "postmodern" refers to jazz that "spans the style of hard bop of the mid-1950s to modal jazz up to 1970." After that, I guess it's post-postmodern.

Finally, we come to an attempt to ignore limits and get it all down: The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz (Grove's Dictionaries of Music), edited by Barry Kernfeld. This baby is awesome: two volumes, 4,500 entries, its impressively business-like small print spread over 1,360 large double-column pages. Not just bios, it includes, as Kernfeld says in his intro, "a comprehensive treatment of terminology and theory; articles on musical instruments, record labels, festivals, venues, films, institutions, and individuals who are not performers; and also an extensive bibliography." Even this doesn't quite convey it—that "venue" thing, for example, includes a 61-page entry called "Nightclubs and Other Venues," a survey of such establishments around the world. Articles on hefty topics like harmony, improvisation, and beat are as thorough as one would hope, laced with plenty of examples and illustrated by musical transcripts.

Though this two-volume dictionary is an offshoot of the four-volume New Grove Dictionary of American Music, only 400 of that edifice's entries are used here, "most revised, some extensively so" (Kernfeld again). The judgments are balanced, and the writing is usually clear and sober (e.g., contemplating the music of Albert Ayler does not move the entry writer to attempt "poetic" metaphors—these are, after all, mostly gentlemen from the academy). Even the short entries usually manage to make the relevant points, though they do fail the same Bobby Hutcherson test that Jazz Portraits does. My only real complaint (for now—get back to me in a year or two) is that the discographies at the end of each bio tend to be a little spotty. Aside from that, and having read about two dozen of the largest entries (no, not "Nightclubs"), I've yet to come up with any beef that doesn't sound neurotically pedantic (not that that's stopped other reviewers). As far as jazz reference books go, this is really, for the time being, the final word, the one to get. Assuming that you have a few hundred bucks to spare. Otherwise, you must visit it in the library.

Meanwhile, you could buy Jazz: The Essential Companion (Prentice Hall Press), a reasonably priced one-volume guide of 500 pages and 1,600 entries, published last year, that boasts of being "the first jazz reference ever to be written entirely by jazz musicians"—these worthies being the Brit writer/players Ian Carr, Digby Fairweather, and Brian Priestley (hmmm . . . maybe they really are having a revival over there). This one is mostly bios with a sprinkling of topic entries covering genres (bop, swing) and terminology ("beat," "overdubbing," uh, "swing"). Digby does the early era, Priestley propounds the '40s and '50s, and Carr corners the 1960-86 territory. Of the single-volume bio-dictionaries, this is the best of the lot, though I honestly can't see how being musicians has afforded the authors any special insights into their task. In fact, given the evidence of Feather's Blindfold Tests, we should probably applaud them for overcoming this handicap.
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New Regime at RCA

Many of you will remember a two-part feature by David Rubin entitled “The Fall and Rise of RCA Red Seal” that ran in the February and March 1988 issues of High Fidelity. Our decision to devote a substantial article to a label that had produced a mere trickle of new recordings over the preceding decade was prompted by RCA’s appointment, in August 1986, of Michael Emmerson as president of its Red Seal division. By the time our story ran, Emmerson not only had begun to turn that division around, but had been named president of BMG Classics, with broader authority over a growing family of classical labels. (“BMG” stands for Bertelsmann Music Group, which acquired RCA’s classical and popular record operations from General Electric after GE’s takeover of RCA. BMG is a division of German-based Bertelsmann AG, one of the world’s largest publishing and media conglomerates.)

It appeared as though Emmerson was making progress toward his declared goal of establishing Red Seal as one of the top two classical labels in the world by the late 1990s. But as the soothsayer once warned an up-and-coming Roman: Beware the ides of March. On March 15 of this year, BMG announced that Emmerson was “leaving to pursue other interests”—a euphemistic way of saying that his contract would not be renewed. Simultaneously, the firm announced that his place would be taken by Günter Hensler, the well-liked president of Polygram Classics, U.S., and a German. Hensler assumed his new duties at the beginning of April.

Hensler, with more than 20 years of experience in the record business, is the first to give Emmerson credit for Red Seal’s recovery. “I’m going to reap what he sowed,” he confided the day after his appointment was announced, praising Emmerson in particular for his work in the a&r sector. But Hensler rightly feels there is a great deal still to be done, especially in the marketing department: “RCA has a glorious history, and a glorious catalog that has not been fully exploited, so that’s Adventureland in itself. I see my function as bringing it into a mix.”

While most of Hensler’s experience has been with Polygram, he does not intend to apply the formulas that have worked for that concern to the specific issues he faces at BMG Classics. “I’m not going to ape them. You have to try a new approach in a situation like this. I want to build on the tradition of Red Seal. I also think certain things need to be improved, such as the acoustical treatment of the recordings, and the visual as well.”

Summing up the difference between himself and his high-profile predecessor, Hensler added: “Things don’t have to have my personal stamp on them—what works, works.”

Ted Libbey

Cover and Duck

So where were we? Oh, yes: Does anybody remember laughter? Last month in this space, we looked at miscellaneous musical humor. This month, we do it again, focusing on strange collections of cover songs.

And we begin, fittingly enough, with a compilation of Led Zeppelin covers, The Song Retains the Name (Mad Rover, dist. by Independent Label Alliance, P.O. Box 594M, Bay Shore, N.Y. 11706). Not meant to be funny—and merely interesting when the versions are too faithful (“Good Times, Bad Times”)—the set is definitely fun when obscure songs are stretched to opposite, outermost limits, as when Robert Kuhlmann & Flying Boats skulk through “Down by the Seaside” and the Earwigs graft Vegas beat and sax onto “Four Sticks.” Guflaws abound on Dig . . . ? (DB, 432 Moreland Ave. N.E., Atlanta, Ga. 30307), wherein the Coolies do a whole LP of Simon and Garfunkel, including a morose “59th St. Bridge Song (Feelin’ Groovy),” a guitar-raving “El Condor Pasa,” and a surfin’ “Mrs. Robinson.” Extra cut: Paul Anka’s “(You’re) Having My Baby.” Doug, successor to Dig . . . ?, isn’t a bunch of covers but rather a general parody of Tommy and the like, with specific stabs at the Who, U2, R.E.M., John Lennon, Gary Glitter, and Led Zeppelin.

Speaking of Zep again, does anybody remember that cover of “(The Ballad of) Gilligan’s Island” à la “Stairway to Heaven”? Difficult to find today, but you can find ten similar forays on Rerun Rock (Rhino), among them a rapping “Gilligan,” a Zeppelinesque “George of the Jungle,” a Dylanesque “Cousins” (Patty Duke), and the well-known Springsteenian “(Meet) The Flintstones.” Not silly enough? The Rice University Marching Owl Band attempts “La Bamba” and “Louie, Louie” on, yup, The Best of La Bamba and The Best of Louie, Louie (Rhino again—the payola has arrived). The former is too serious for our comic good, but it does have a metal version by Drive and a Mormon Tabernacle Choir version by the Mormon Tabernacle Choir. The latter has hardcore (Eddie & the Subtitles), old age (Sandpipers), Bowesque (Les Dantz), and much more, ending with the Roche-like Impossibles in “The Hallelouie Chorus.”

Still, my favorite cover album is Laibach’s Let It Be (Enigma/Mute), four Yugoslavians stomping over each track from the Beatles LP except, for some reason, “Let It Be.” No, this Slavic-Germanic war drill, with Lurch on lead vocal, isn’t Fascist. Yes, it is sublimely loony, and cliché notwithstanding, it must be heard to be believed. Something that didn’t fit last month: Mojo Nixon & Skid Roper’s Root Hog or Die (Enigma). If you liked “Elvis Is Everywhere,” try “(619) 239-KING.” And if you like teen anthems, try “Debbie Gibson Is Pregnant with My Two-Headed Love Child.”

Ken Richardson
Any ensemble that seeks to tame Bartók’s six string quartets must first come to terms with the disparities in tone that characterize these masterpieces. The First Quartet (1908) is eclectic, composed under the twin spells of German late Romanticism and French Impressionism. Bartók’s personal voice emerges in the Second Quartet (1917), especially in the growing prominence of Eastern European folk elements in the music. The Third (1927) and Fourth (1928) find the composer at the peak of his powers: In these fiercely concentrated works, he stepped closest to the formal constructivism, dissonance, and tonal dissolution of the Second Viennese School.

By the Fifth Quartet (1934), the composer had begun to turn toward a more lyrical, increasingly tonal vocabulary—a trend confirmed in the Sixth (1939), which is haunted by spectres of European fascism and personal grief.

For the past two decades, the performance practice of the Bartók quartets has been defined by the recordings of the Juilliard Quartet (CBS D3L-317 and CBS 13M-37857; incomprehensibly, neither has been reissued on Compact Disc). The Juilliard players chose to seek unity among the six works rather than diversity. Perhaps as a result of the overriding influence of first violinist Robert Mann, they strove for a consistently lean, strident sound in their playing, sacrificing tonal sheen for intellectual and physical force. The Juilliard’s Bartók was rarely beautiful but it could be terrifyingly violent, and—despite its monochromatic cast—it seemed ideally suited to the composer’s vision.

It is against the Juilliard’s standard that the Emerson Quartet must be measured. And the Emerson fares so well that future recordings may well be judged against it. Part of the foursome’s success comes from its experience of playing all six quartets in single-evening concerts—an endurance test that the group took upon itself in 1981 and again in 1988. (Unfortunately, the chronological sequence that was preserved at the concerts is ruined on the CDs, but that is the price we must pay for squeezing six works onto two 70-minute-plus discs.) In the process of preparing their Bartók marathons, the Emerson undoubtedly realized that holding the attention of an audience would require emphasizing stylistic diversity rather than unity. The results are spectacular, yielding no less than a redefinition of the standards for Bartók quartet performance.

The differences between the Emerson and the Juilliard approach are already apparent in the First Quartet. The Emerson, by stressing the lush, perfumed lyricism, succeeds to an unprecedented degree in placing the First within the orbits of Strauss, Schoenberg, Debussy, and Ravel. The Emerson players revel in breadth of gesture and tonal suavity, whereas the Juilliard never attempted such sensuousness. The Emerson’s refusal to downplay Bartók’s moments of lyricism is also noticeable elsewhere in the set—such as in...
the rhapsodic “night music” of the Fourth Quartet and in the wrenchingly poignant mesto refrain of the Sixth.

But can the Emerson match the unbribled ferocity of the Juilliard? To a great extent, yes. And if the four seem unwilling to turn quite as scrappy in tone, they are every bit as forceful and pointed in articulation. The barbaric second movement of the Second Quartet, and first movement of the Fourth, emerge with all their brutality intact. And everywhere one senses an uncanny unity of purpose: Even the Emerson’s routine alternation of first violinists in no way detracts from the illusion that these performances are the work of a single entity.

Although I remain devoted to the Juilliard’s Bartók, I think that the Emerson Quartet, by demonstrating the interpretive range possible among these six works, has performed a valuable service. In so doing, this traversal not only sets a new standard, but offers a model for countless youthful quartet players—all of whom will be inspired by these recordings to discover their own personal path through Bartók. Playing time: 149:05.

K. Robert Schwarz

BARBER: Orchestral Works (6).


BARBER: Concerto for Cello and Orchestra, Op. 22.
BRITTEN: Cello Symphony, Op. 68.

Leonard Slatkin caresses Barber’s phrases, without exaggerating the music’s lyricism.

As a composer, Samuel Barber was an anachronism, and he knew it. He was that genuine rarity, an heir to 19th-century Romanticism who managed to bring the tradition into the 20th century without violating its essential spirit. Although an impeccable craftsman, Barber saw music as a vehicle for the expression of human emotion. It was no wonder that, during the turn to serialism in the 1950s, his work was mocked as a cultural throwback. Barber, who died in 1981, did not quite live to see his music come back into fashion. But today, when our ears are inundated by the pretensions of latter-day neo-Romantics, Barber’s music seems more honest, more finely crafted, more expressive than ever. The composer’s refusal to renounce his very personal brand of lyricism seems, in retrospect, to border on the heroic.

That is not to say, as some have, that Barber’s music is all of a piece. True, he never deviated from the tonally founded, lyrically motivated style already apparent in his Adagio for Strings (1936-38). But side by side with his emotive Romanticism appears a very modern strain of forceful dissonance and lean counterpoint. Just listen to the spiky, Bartokin neo-Classicism of the outer movements of the Cello Concerto (1945), and then realize that Barber as a composer cannot be summarized by the famous Adagio.

But Barber’s music is not easy to interpret. Outwardly, the rhetoric seems so comfortable, so close to Romanticism, and yet it is neither derivative nor sentimental. On their respective recordings, Leonard Slatkin and Yo-Yo Ma succeed in capturing an elusive balance: They honor Barber’s Romantic spirit, yet never allow his music to veer toward maudlin emotionalism—so foreign to the composer’s classic sense of proportion.

Slatkin’s disc assembles nearly a half-century of Barber’s orchestral music, from the youthful Overture to The School for Scandal (1931) to the Third Essay (1978), the composer’s last completed composition. Clearly this recording is a labor of love for all concerned. Without stooping to exaggeration, Slatkin flavors nearly every measure, adding caressing, subtle inflections of dynamics and tempos. In the famous Adagio, his careful pacing and expressive fluidity allow the work to emerge as one unbroken, grief-stricken utterance. One might wish that Saint Louis’s strings were lusher in tone, but their lean sound may be Slatkin’s personal antidote to a potential overdose of lyricism.

Like Slatkin, Ma emphasizes restraint rather than excess. Although he never hesitates to mine Barber’s vein of tender, yearning lyricism, he maintains a certain reserve that is entirely appropriate in this rhythmic, often percussive concerto. That same spirit of Romantic expression tempered by classic propriety informs the performance of Britten’s Cello Symphony, a dark, grimly powerful work cut from the same cloth as the War Requiem. How ironic that Barber and Britten, both so out...
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<td>Technics SBS407 3-Way Speaker System</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.P.I. CD55 3-Way Speaker System</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY WMF1001II SONY Super Walkman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY D-15 Discman Portable CD Player</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY ES-592 6&quot; x 9&quot; 2-Way Car Speakers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherwood CRD350 Car Stereo with Cassette Deck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CASSETTE DECKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Technics V-285CHX Stereo Cassette Deck | |%
| Technics R455X Auto Reverse Cassette Deck | |%
| Technics W660R Double Quick Auto Reverse Cassette Deck | |%
| Technics RST-80 Double Quick Auto Reverse Cassette Deck | |%
| TEAC V-285CHX | $99.95 |
| TEAC R455X | $139.95 |
| TEAC W660R | $299.95 |

### RECEIVERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Technics SA-180 Quartz Synthesizer AM/FM Stereo Receiver | |%
| Technics SAR-330 Quartz Synthesizer Remote Controlled Receiver | |%
| JVC RX-777VS Surround Sound Receiver | |%
| TECHNICS SLP999 Remote Controlled CD Player With The Works! | |%
| JVC RX-999 Remote Controlled Receiver | |%
| JVC BX-777VS Surround Sound Receiver | |%
| JVC RX-1500 Multi-Disc CD Changer | |%
| JVC XL1500 6-Disc CD Changer | |%
| TECHNICS SL-333 Programmable Quartz tracking Turntable | |%

### CARTRIDGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Advent 11124 Turntable | |%
| Advent 1555 Turntable | |%
| Advent 2110 Turntable | |%
| Advent 1500 Turntable | |%

### CD PLAYERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Sharp DX-70 Compact Disc Player | |%
| TEAC AD-4 CD Player/Cassette Deck Combo | |%

### PORTABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Toshiba KT4048 AM/FM Stereo Radio Cassette Player | |%
| Sony WMF1001II SONY Super Walkman | $55.00 |
| Sony WFM1001II | $55.00 |
| Sony D-15 Discman Portable CD Player | $125.00 |

### CD PLAYERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Technics SA-180 Quartz Synthesizer AM/FM Stereo Receiver | |%
| Technics SAR-330 Quartz Synthesizer Remote Controlled Receiver | |%
| JVC RX-777VS Surround Sound Receiver | |%
| TECHNICS SLP999 Remote Controlled CD Player With The Works! | |%
| JVC RX-999 Remote Controlled Receiver | |%
| JVC BX-777VS Surround Sound Receiver | |%
| JVC RX-1500 Multi-Disc CD Changer | |%

### HEADPHONES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Koss PRO/450 Sound Isolating Dynamic driver | |%
| Sennheiser HD480 Dynamic Open Air Design | |%
| SONY MDR CD6 Audiophile | |%
| Audio-Technica ATH-W100 Headset | |%

### AUDIO TAPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Technics UX-PRO 90 Soundfield | |%
| Technics UX-P90 Soundfield | |%
| Technics UX-PRO 90 Soundfield | |%

### CARTRIDGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Advent 11124 Turntable | |%
| Advent 1555 Turntable | |%
| Advent 2110 Turntable | |%
| Advent 1500 Turntable | |%

### TURNTABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Advent 11124 Turntable | |%
| Advent 1555 Turntable | |%
| Advent 2110 Turntable | |%
| Advent 1500 Turntable | |%

### AUTO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Advent 11124 Turntable | |%
| Advent 1555 Turntable | |%
| Advent 2110 Turntable | |%
| Advent 1500 Turntable | |%

### CD PLAYERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Sharp DX-70 Compact Disc Player | |%
| TEAC AD-4 CD Player/Cassette Deck Combo | |%
of step with their own era, speak ever more eloquently to ours. Playing times: 61:11 (Angel EMI); 62:02 (CBS).

K. Robert Schwarz

CHOPIN: Ballades (4); Barcarolle, in F sharp, Op. 60; Fantasie, in F minor, Op. 49. ☐ Zimerman, Hanno Rinko, prod. Deutsche Grammophon 423 090-2 (D). (D) Ballades: No. 1, in G minor, Op. 23; No. 2, in F, Op. 38; No. 3, in A flat, Op. 47; No. 4, in F minor, Op. 52. LISZT: Totentanz; Piano Concertos: No. 1, in E flat; No. 2, in A. ☐ Zimerman, Boston Symphony Orchestra, Ozawa. Hanno Rinko, prod. Deutsche Grammophon 423 571-2 (D). (D) Here are two of the finest piano recordings to be released in quite a while. Krystian Zimerman is a splendid artist, and it's wonderful to hear what he can do when he is not shackled to Leonard Bernstein's perverse accompaniments in the Brahms piano concertos (until these, the most recently issued of the pianist's recordings). Zimerman's Chopin is simply exquisite, and his Liszt is technically astonishing.

The problem with Chopin—aside from the fact that there are already dozens of wonderful recordings of whatever work happens to be on the docket—is that the music demands poetry, but only in certain respects. It's perfectly fine, indeed essential, to play about with rubato and make all sorts of rhetorical points, provided that the long, singing line never loses impulse or shape. Zimerman clearly understands this. He is a master of this music's filigree: Listen to the flawless trills that decorate the Barcarolle. His sense of touch is such, that the piano sounds like an instrument totally without hammers; yet he can float the lilting rhythms at the beginning of the Second Ballade, or in the central episode of the Third, with just the right sense of propulsion.

Best of all, he isn't afraid to let go when the music demands it, as in the second Ballade's passionate outbursts. Just about the only thing that might excite some controversy is Zimerman's very slow tempo at the start of the Fantasie, Op. 49. Personally, I like the sense of funereal gloom he imparts to the music, as well as the taut rhythmic profile—but this is very much a matter of taste.

Zimerman's Liszt is equally successful, and may in its way represent the greater imparts to the music, as well as the taut rhythmic profile—but this is very much a matter of taste.

Zimerman's Liszt is equally successful, and may in its way represent the greater imparts to the music, as well as the taut rhythmic profile—but this is very much a matter of taste.

The supposed stylistic schism between his "difficult" and "popular" works simply does not exist; instead, as the composer insisted all along, the two tendencies merely represent opposite sides of the same coin.

Now we are offered a new recording of Music for the Theatre (1925), the Clarinet Concerto (1948), Dance Panels (1959, rev. 1962), and Quiet City (1940), which follows close on the heels of Dennis Russell Davies's recent Musicmasters disc containing several of the same works [review, April 1989]. Although conductor Gerard Schwarz approaches the music in an altogether different fashion from Davies, the accounts he fashions here with the New York Chamber Symphony are no less superb. Schwarz emphasizes Copland's tender, yearning lyricism, so it is not surprising that clarinetist David Shifrin produces a warm, mellow, vibrato-laden tone in the Clarinet Concerto. Like Davies, Schwarz offers a genuine rarity among the more familiar works; in his case, it is the ballet Dance Panels, a seven-movement score that embraces both the simple, white-note diatonicism of Copland's 1940s style and the acerbic dissonance of his 1930s manner. Yet it is still vintage Copland, instantly recognizable as being by the same composer who wrote Music for the Theatre. Despite the overlapping repertory, Copland's will want to purchase this recording even if they already have the Davies. The presence of Dance Panels would, in my mind, be reason enough. Nevertheless, the differing visions of Schwarz and Davies of the other works are equally fascinating. In any event, I can think of far worse fates than to be forced to listen twice to the glorious Clarinet Concerto. Playing time: 71:41.

K. Robert Schwarz

ELGAR: Symphony No. 2, in E flat, Op. 63. ☐ Philharmonia Orchestra, Sinopoli. Günther Breeest, prod. Deutsche Grammophon 423 085-2 (D). Giuseppe Sinopoli seems to be under siege in Britain, where critics have apparently gone so far as to question his musical competence. Under the circumstances, then, it was certainly bold of him to seize the bull by the horns in choosing to record this Elgar symphony. The results, let it be said immediately, are fascinating, even if only partially successful. Sinopoli has definite ideas about how this music should sound,
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that expressive insights are every bit as im-
portant to this music as accuracy of execu-
tion. The resulting marriage of musichol-
y and intuition is a winning combination
indeed. Incidentally, Angel announces
that Boston Early Music Festival has
scheduled a performance of the Carmelites
Vespers for late May this year. Playing

K. Robert Schwarz

[A note about format: Mr. Schwarz lis-
tened to pre-release cassettes of this record-
ing supplied by Angel; the commercial re-
lease is on Compact Disc only.—Ed.]


Hench, Andreas Heintze and, prod.
Wergo 60137-50 (D). (Dist. by Harmonia
Mundi, U.S.A.)

This music comes unexpectedly from this
pianist and this label, both of them more
frequently associated with such compo-
sers as John Cage, Pierre Boulez, and Karl-
heinz Stokhausen than with French post-
Impressionism. Charles Koechlin today
has only a small but intensely devoted fol-
ing, for whom this release will come as
a real find.

Born into a rich Alsatian family in 1867,
Koechlin spent time in Algeria con-
valescing from tuberculosis; and although
he never made it eastward to Persia, that
country fascinated him and he read up on
it extensively. A book entitled Towards
Ispahan, by Julien Viaud, a former naval
officer who wrote fiction as Pierre Loti,
particularly impressed him. So, too, did
Rudyard Kipling's Jungle Book, which
also moved Koechlin to compose a suite.

Koechlin never quite made it to the top
as a composer, in spite of excellent training
with both Massenet and Fauré. In 1909,
he joined with fellow anticonservatives
Fauré, Ravel, Jean-Jules Roger-Ducasse,
André Caplet, and Florent Schmitt to
found the Societe Musicale Independante,
and in 1918 Satie invited him (along with
Milhaud and Roussel) to join a new group
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ly. His tenure with the Dutch orchestra should have taught him that Mahler requires absolute equilibrium in the treatment of the four main sections of the orchestra. It's therefore quite disturbing that, when faced with a group for whom the correct playing style is obviously foreign, he does not insist on an idiomatic response.

But Philips is apparently intent on a new Mahler cycle with Haitink and the Berlin. By the time this review appears in print, the Fifth Symphony should be available. It may be that the Philharmonic will have an easier time with a less coloristic score, but there is no question that this First provides a singularly inauspicious start to the new series. Philips's sound is also markedly superior in the 1972 Amsterdam recording. Whatever prompted the perverse decision to offer both discs at full price, the older version is still the one to have, even if the new one seems to prove that the success of that performance owed more to the orchestra than the conductor.

Playing times: 56:14 (420 080-2); 57:02 (420 936-2).

David Hurwitz

RACHMANINOFF: Études-Tableaux, Opp. 33 and 39.

Shelley. Andrew Keener, prod. Hyperion CDA 66091 (D) @© (Dist. by Harmonia Mundi, U.S.A.)

Howard Shelley obviously makes something of a specialty of Rachmaninoff (Hyperion has already issued four recordings of the composer's music by him). This makes him something of a missionary, for, as Robert Matthew-Walker's notes point out, "the majority of [Rachmaninoff's] works remained virtually unknown for decades after his death" in 1943.

The notes also introduced to me an interesting quotation from an interview Rachmaninoff gave The Etude two years before he died: "In my own compositions, no conscious effort has been made to be original, a Romantic, or Nationalist, or anything else. I write down on paper the music I hear within me, as naturally as possible. I am a Russian composer, and the land of my birth has influenced my temperament and outlook. My music is the product of my temperament, and so it is Russian music; I have never consciously attempted to write Russian music, or any other kind of music . . . ." Rachmaninoff already had such mature masterpieces as his Third Concerto behind him when he wrote the first of the two sets of Études-Tableaux, each comprising nine pieces, most of them intimidatingly difficult. After completing the second group, he left his native land for good.

In spite of the "pictures" the title refers to, Rachmaninoff balked at giving details. He did disclose that two of them (Op. 33, Nos. 1 and 8) had their origins in pictures by the Swiss painter Arnold Böcklin, whose work also inspired The Isle of the Dead, but otherwise he wanted listeners to use their own imaginations.

Shelley has a limited amount of the flash of the customary Rachmaninoff specialist, but technically he does remain thoroughly in control and fully realizes the music's considerable Romantic, poetic content. Having the entire collection all together will almost certainly introduce you to some Études-Tableaux you never heard before. Playing time: 58:50.

Paul Moor


Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra, Berglund. Brian Culverhouse, prod. RCA 7902 (D).

It is good to see Rachmaninoff's late works, such as the Third Symphony, the Symphonic Dances, and the Fourth Piano Concerto, receiving increased attention. For in spite of the composer's popularity, he remains a focus of disdain among many supposedly sophisticated listeners and critics. His music has, for all its instant recognizability, tremendous range. (It is quite a step, for example, from the morbid decadence of The Isle of the Dead to the austere beauty of the Vespers for unaccompanied chorus.) As a master of classical forms, particularly variations, Rachmaninoff was leagues ahead of Tchaikovsky, though he unquestionably lacked some of his older compatriot's sense of elegance and poetry. As was also the case with Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninoff's reputation as a melodist has blinded many to his other musical gifts, nowhere more so than in the case of the Third Symphony.

Naturally, any work by this composer will contain at least one really delicious tune; here, it is the first movement's second subject. But the score succeeds equally well as a perfectly balanced piece of musical architecture. The quick first and last movements surround an Adagio that in turn embraces the scherzo, giving the whole a sort of arch form that Bartók would have admired.

The piece is an excellent vehicle for Paavo Berglund's interpretive abilities. He is a conductor of that self-effacing school whose greatest current practitioner, arguably, is Bernard Haitink. But unlike Haitink, Berglund isn't afraid to make an appropriately startling noise where necessary, and he never underplays the music—witness his trenchant recordings of Shostakovich. The result here is an effortlessly organic performance of the Third that has its greatest strengths just where the music needs them the most. The scherzo has both lightness and bite and emerges inevitably out of the slow music that precedes it. In the finale, Berglund keeps things moving at an ideal pace, one that allows detail to register without causing the music to bog down.

The Rock dates from the very beginning of Rachmaninoff's career, yet could hardly have been written by anyone else. Its melancholy sensuality at once proclaims the composer's unique voice. Again, Berglund's performance is unobtrusively fine. The Stockholm Philharmonic gives the conductor all that he requires; it is a tribute to Berglund that although virtually all of his recordings have been made with second-rank ensembles, he has never yielded anything to his.
more famous colleagues in terms of his ability to demand and get first-class instrumental execution. His recordings have invariably benefited from lifelike sound as well, and this one is no exception. Indeed, it's hard to imagine another conductor whose work on disc has been as consistently reliable in all areas of accomplishment. Playing time: 55:11. David Hurwitz

RAMEAU: Harpsichord Works (10).

F. Fuller, J. Tamblyn Henderson, Jr., prod. Reference RR 27CD (D). CD

La Cupis; Les Cyclopes; La Dauphine; L’Enharmonique; L’Entretien des muses; La Livri; Menuets (2); Les Sauvages; Suite in A


Juilliard Quartet, Greenhouse. Steven Epstein, prod. CBS Masterworks MK 42383 (D). CD

In the first third of this work's second-movement Adagio, Franz Schubert wrote five minutes of the most celestially beautiful music ever set down on paper. The portrayal of the first movement involving the second subject (mainly in sixths and thirds) rank only close behind. Schubert didn't live to hear this masterpiece. In a world electronically less endowed than today's, I had to wait 29 years to discover it—but what a discovery, especially as performed by an ad hoc quintet composed of Isaac Stern, Alexander Schneider, Milton Katims, Pablo Casals, and Paul Tortelier (immortalized on Columbia ML 4714, and worth a search)

The present performance heavily emphasizes the Romantic approach, manifest in such details as cadential sighing and the use of different tempos for different subsections of individual movements. Nobody could ask for a more beautiful realization of that heavenly five-minute section of the Adagio, but in its reprise, where these performers relegate the melody to the background, they overlook the natural principle that the busier the material, the more it will seize attention anyway. As a result, the accompanimental material elbows its way unbecomingly into the spotlight.

I salute these artists for one nice, characteristic detail: During one wholly suitable passage in that Adagio, the melody instruments jettison all vibrato. You won't find many string players today with that kind of imagination and conviction. Playing time: 55:53. Paul Moor

SIMPSON: Symphonies: No. 6; No. 7.

Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, Andrew Keener, prod. Hyperion CDA 66280 (D). CD

Robert Simpson, a noted authority on Bruckner and Nielsen, is also a composer of some repute. His Fifth Symphony was once available on the Unicorn label in a performance conducted by Jascha Honstein, no less. The present works, both single-movement symphonies, were composed in 1977, yet they sound quite different from one another.

Although works dedicated to men of medicine have some historical precedent (Rachmaninoff's Second Piano Concerto is the most famous example), Simpson's Sixth Symphony is the first I've ever come across dedicated to a gynecologist. Simpson claims that his medical friend inspired him by suggesting a symphony that evolves from a few cells, like a human being from a fertilized ovum. Though the music undoubtedly does what Simpson intends, at least on paper, it doesn't sound like it, owing to the extremely uninteresting thematic material. Michael Tippett's Fourth Symphony covers much the same conceptual ground in vastly more powerful terms, even though Simpson's final peroration is admittedly impressive. Simpson's Seventh Symphony is stuck with even drier musical components than his Sixth. Its language is harsher, more austere, and the score proceeds toward an ambiguous ending that lacks inevitability. Like Nielsen, Simpson organizes his music around the conflict between significant tonal centers, and his command of movement is often impressive. But, as is frequently the case with contemporary composers of conservative, tonal orientation, Simpson seems unable to exploit the tension generated by his structure because he cannot create memorable materials that define the developmental process. Nielsen and Bruckner had no such difficulties. For them, tonality was a stage, and the themes were actors. But Simpson's musical language resembles that of the American composer William Schuman, another formulaic composer whose technical facility is impressive but whose ability to communicate through the medium of music remains modest at best.

Vernon Handley's performances seem authoritative, the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic plays well, and the sound is excellent. Hyperion's cover art consists of a photo of a three-day-old human embryo following in-vitro fertilization. The notes, which relate the music of the Sixth Symphony to DNA molecules, birth spasms, and pre- and postnatal episodes, make the whole enterprise sound as silly as Simpson is undoubtedly serious. Playing time: 58:53. David Hurwitz


Tchaikovsky composed his First Suite on the heels of his Fourth Symphony. That makes it definitely mature Tchaikovsky, from his richest period of creativity. Kiril Kondrashin loved the Third Suite with a real passion, and I think one of our dance companies turned the Fourth (which merely orchestrated some Mozart pieces) into a ballet, but in general all four suites have suffered unjustified neglect outside the composer's homeland.

In like manner, Sir Neville Marriner has for some mysterious reason suffered comparative neglect since taking over as musical director of this excellent orchestra, where the legendary Sergiu Celibidache preceded him. (Another English conductor, Sir Colin Davis, now heads the Bavarian Radio Symphony in neighboring Munich, and Sir John Pritchard is in charge of the Cologne Opera. Has England, at least musically, finally won World War II?) Marriner and his Swabians have already made a three-CD Schumann set (Capriccio CD 10997) worth looking into: the four symphonies plus the early Zwicky...
au Symphony, the Manfred Overture, and the wonderful Overture, Scherzo, and Finale. Marriner continues, in Stuttgart and for this smaller recording firm, to do work just as outstanding as ever he did in London for mighty EMI.

If you love Tchaikovsky, you owe it to yourself to look into these fine performances, which Capriccio has recorded with its customary high standards. You will probably discover some unexpected aspects of Russia's melancholy, tragic, greatest composer. In the Second Suite I listened hard but in vain for the four accords that Ingo Harden's notes say Tchaikovsky "daringly specified" in the Scherzo burlesque, but even without them his use of jolly folksong material turns that movement into quite a hoot. Playing time: 70:41.

Paul Moor

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Concerto for Oboe and Strings, in A minor*; Pastoral Symphony.

Theodore*, Kennyl: London Symphony Orchestra, Thomson. Brian Couzens, prod. Chandos CHAN 8595 (D). ABRD 1289. @ ABTD 1289. (Dist. by Koch Imm. Corp.)

This curious, rarely performed symphony contains perhaps the gentlest, also the most perplexing, music Ralph Vaughan Williams ever composed. No wonder it shocked his admirers when he followed it up with the aggressive, almost rauously di ssontant Fourth.

Vaughan Williams marked his fourth movements Mollo moderato, Lento moderato, Moderato pesante, and Lento: thus none, not even the substitute for a scherzo, has a tempo faster than moderate. We find a reason for this in the fact that the composer began work on the symphony during
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his service as a forty-four-year-old ambulance driver in France during World War I. Can you imagine a sensitive, overage composer involved in the more sanguinary episodes of M.A.S.H.? During this period, Vaughan Williams used to seek respite from the barbarous insanity of his duty hours by climbing a hill near Écoivres at sunset to enjoy the "Corot-like landscape." There he sometimes heard an inexpert bugler practicing, aiming at the octave but occasionally missing and playing a flatted seventh instead. That clinker gets touchingly memorialized here in the second movement's trumpet solo. Wordless passages for soprano, opening and closing the final movement, enhance the overall air of tranquility mystery. This unusual symphony, which by its very nature skirts the quicksand of torpidity, presents the conductor with an intricate problem, but Bryden Thomson never loses control, and the London Symphony Orchestra responds wholeheartedly.

Vaughan Williams wrote his oboe concerto for Leon Goossens (1897–1988), the Heinz Holliger of his day. It offers the soloist unusual latitude to demonstrate his instrument's capabilities, which David Theodore does here with suavity and class. Playing time: 56:07. Paul Moor

Recitals and Miscellany

ENSEMBLE ORGANUM: Codex Chantilly: Airs of the 14th-Century Court.

European working from a French original—Foix and Aragon, the Papal Palace at Avignon, or the Duc de Berry himself. The contents of the codex present formidable obstacles to realization in performance. Scholars regard it as the work of some copyst who obviously didn't understand what he copied—probably an Italian working from a French original—and that circumstance has resulted in all sorts of mistakes in both language and notation. We know from Machaut himself that contemporaneous performers cavalierly regarded such manuscripts as mere vehicles for their own creativity. If they read from a defective copy, they had the expertise to correct it as they went along.

France's Ensemble Organum consists of countertenor, tenor, baritone, and bass, plus a viol and the instrument known in France as the clavicytherium. They perform these selections with unaccountable expertise and conviction—making the music austere but elegant, antique but viable—and are the beneficiaries of sonic engineering that is above reproach. Concerise scholarly notes by Ursula Günther and Marcel Péres (plus all the texts, in Old French only) round out this musicological gem. Playing time: 54:10. Paul Moor

Theater and Film

BERNSTEIN: "The Bernstein Songbook." 0 Comden, Green, Von Stade, Karloff, various other artists; various choirs and orchestras. Bernstein, Engel, Goberman, and others. Goddard Lieberson, John McClure, and Robert Lewis Shayon, prods. CBS Masterworks MK 44760 (A). ♪ "Candide": Best of All Possible Worlds; Glitter and Be Gay; Make Our Garden Grow; Oh, Happy We; "Mass"; A Simple Song. "On the Town": Carried Away; Lonely Town; New York, New York; Some Other Time. "Peter Pan": Build My House; Plank Song. "1600 Pennsylvania Avenue": Take Care of This House. "Trouble in Tahiti": I Was Standing in a Garden; What a Movie; "West Side Story": America; Maria, Somewhere, Tonight. "Wonderful Town": Congal; Ohio; Wrong Note Rag.

Leonard Bernstein's seventieth birthday last August prompted a number of record companies to reissue and repackage his music—none to better advantage than in this cavalcade of vocal highlights from his scores for the musical stage, drawn from the CBS collection of original-cast albums. Accompanied by notes headed up by a birthday letter from Betty Comden and Adolph Green (who wrote the book and lyrics for both On the Town, the World War II musical about three sailors on leave in Manhattan, and Wonderful Town), the program starts off with "New York, New York." There are four excerpts from the high-spirited On the Town in all, and the rest of the disc is at the same high level. Even "Take Care of This House" from that unfortunate disaster 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue proves breathtaking the way Frederica von Stade deals with it; in truth, there isn't a lemon in the lot.

For Bernstein fans, many an old favorite turns up: the entire scene, for example, about the South Sea Islands movie from Trouble in Tahiti; Boris Karloff inimitably delivering the "Plank Song" from Bernstein's music for the 1950 Broadway version of Peter Pan; Rosalind Russell punchline out three showstoppers from Wonderful Town, including that extravagant business with the Brazilian navy and the conga. Here, too, are Max Adrian, Barbara Cook, and Robert Rounseville in four glorious numbers from that first, fabulous recording of Candide; and Chita Rivera, Larry Kert, and Carol Lawrence, to remind you of what West Side Story sounded like when it was properly cast. And from the Mass (1971), "A Simple Song," one of that score's loveliest moments.

It is in his music for the theater, after all, that Bernstein has shone most brilliantly as a composer, applying all his considerable technical resources and inventiveness to songs sometimes scintillating, sometimes scathingly satirical, sometimes wistful or just plain moving. This is certainly a generous sampling of the best of them, superbly and authentically performed and beautifully remastered and assembled. It's an ideal introduction to the Bernstein way with a tune and a lyric—say, for any visitor just arrived from Mars or otherwise unacquainted with these treasures, which seem destined to survive their era. Playing time: 73:11. Paul Kresh
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WALTON SYMPHONY NO. 1: LONDON SYMPHONY, PREVIN

At last, the real thing: André Previn’s 1966 recording with the London Symphony Orchestra of William Walton’s Symphony No. 1, in B flat minor. A fast, taut, no-nonsense interpretation played with dazzling virtuosity, this performance has been correctly regarded as definitive ever since its initial release. It puts every other recording of the Walton First in the shade—including Telarc CD 80125, Previn’s own digital remake with the Royal Philharmonic. Even if you have your doubts about Walton’s brand of dissonant neo-Romanticism, give this recording a try. It just might change your mind. The filler is a fine performance of the Overture to Vaughan Williams’s incidental music for Aristophanes’ comedy The Wasps. Playing time: 52:14. (RCA 7830-2.) T.T.

NIELSEN SYMPHONY NO. 3: DANISH NATIONAL, EHRLING

Sixten Ehrling is one of the greatest Nielsens conductors of our age, and everyone who loves this music should be grateful to Audiofon for making such a magnificent performance available on CD. Recorded in concert at Washington’s Kennedy Center in May 1984, this version of Nielsen’s ebullient Third Symphony (Sinfonia espansiva) preserves all of the panache and electricity of a live event, with very little audience noise. The Danish National Orchestra plays this music as only it knows how. Ehrling judges the tempos to perfection (especially in the problematic finale), and Audiofon’s sonics are wonderfully warm and detailed. The charming Masquerade Overture makes a delightful bonus. Playing time: 41:01. (Audiofon CD 72025. Dist. by Allegro Imports.) D.H.

STRAVINSKY “SAUCRÉ DU PRINTEMPS” : CZECH PHILHARMONIC, ANČERL

The current Schwann CD catalog lists more than two dozen orchestral recordings of Le Sacre du printemps, including memorable interpretations by Pierre Boulez, Colin Davis, Antal Dorati, Herbert von Karajan, Pierre Monteux, and the composer. Yet, for those who cherish this music, Supraphon’s midprice reissue of the stunning early-1960s account by Karel Ančerl with the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra is a necessity.

Ančerl’s reading is direct and propulsive, with generally lean orchestral textures. And his interpretation is in many ways unique. For example, in the “Glorification of the Chosen One” he emphasizes the eighth notes in the timpani more than any other conductor I know of, and the player creates an exciting effect with what sound like wooden sticks. The “Evocation of the Ancestors” is played more slowly than I have ever heard it done, imparting an ominous impertinence to the music that you will not find in other accounts. Timpani again are outstanding during the melee preceding the final pages; no other performance so clearly defines the cross-rhythms. The coupling, Petrouchka, is very well played, though not as distinctively as Le Sacre. The sonic quality on the disc is more than satisfactory, and there is fine stereo spread and impact. Playing time: 67:40. (Supraphon DC 8036. Dist. by Denon.) R.E.B.

BOHM HARPSCCORD WORKS: WOOLLEY

Georg Böhm (1661–1733), an all-but-forgotten name today, was a highly respected composer of sacred and keyboard works in the generation before Bach, and is believed to have known and influenced the young Bach during his student days, particularly in the area of chorale writing. Böhm is perhaps best known to organists, but this new recording of harpsichord works should win him many new converts. Robert Woolley’s program begins with the striking Capriccio in D, a fantasia-like piece filled with unpredictable twists and chromaticisms. Woolley’s treatment is invigorating, highlighting the contrasts in the music and positively attacking the challenging bravura sections.

The four suites on the disc combine the lively French dance sequence (allemande, courante, sarabande, and gigue) with Böhm’s more cerebral Germanic style, yielding consistently pleasing results. Each suite has its own distinct flavor, yet most impressive of all is the Prelude, Fugue, and Postlude in G minor, a powerful work that practically assaults the listener with its vigorously hammered repeated chords and the unremitting intensity of its argument. Woolley’s playing is both captivating and stylistically sensitive throughout, and he is aided by a wonderfully rich instrument and near-perfect recording. The indexing of the movements is helpful, though the very meager sleeve note is a disappointment. Playing time: 52:24. (Meridian CDE 84087. Dist. by Harmonia Mundi, U.S.A.) C.R.

LOUIS FERDINAND CHAMBER WORKS: GÖBEL TRIO, BERLIN RADIO

Had he lived a longer life, the Prussian prince Louis Ferdinand might now be a musical monarch better known than his flute-playing uncle, Frederick the Great. Louis Ferdinand, alas, died doing battle with Napoleon’s army in 1806; he was only thirty-four, old enough to have established a reputation as a brilliant pianist but too young to have composed more than a dozen or so works in the various chamber and orchestral forms common to the early years of music’s Romantic era.

In 1818 the West German Thorofon label recorded and released all 13 extant Louis Ferdinand compositions in a six-disc set. His Opuses 3, 4, and 7—a piano trio, a set of variations for piano quartet, and a fugue for solo piano—were shortly afterward released on a single LP. Now three more pieces from that original album—the Nocturno for piano, flute, violin, viola, cello, and two horns, Op. 8; the Piano Trio in E flat, Op. 10, and the Larghetto varie for piano, violin, viola, cello, and double bass, Op. 11—have been brought out on CD. This is worthy music, the product of a major talent unfortunately nipped in the bud. The performances, by the Berlin-based Gobel Trio and members of the Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra, are both refined and insightful, and the quality of the digitally recorded sound is first-rate. Playing time: 67:58. (Thorofon CTH 2016. Dist. by Qualiton Imports, Ltd.) J.W.

HANDEL “ROYAL FIREWORKS,” “WATER MUSIC”: STOKOWSKI, SZELL

Two recent budget-price reissues have joined the amped selection of CD performances of Handel’s Music for the Royal Fireworks and Water Music. George Szell uses Sir Hamilton Harty’s arrangements (adapting that of the Water Music Suite) in his performances with the London Symphony Orchestra, on London, while Leopold Stokowski’s RCA Victor Symphony Orchestra accounts make use of the conductor’s own transcriptions of longer suites from both works.

Stokowski’s recording was made in...
1961 in New York with what at the time was called "the largest recording orchestra ever used," including 24 oboes, 12 bassoons, and an expanded string section, for a total of 125 players. It is an example of Stokowski at his most wilful, and purists doubtless will be appalled by his tempo changes and heavy-handed approach. However, there is good fun to be had here, and RCA's recording is exceptionally broad and spacious. The original LP issue included actual fireworks during the finale of the Music for the Royal Fireworks; fortunately, these have been eliminated on the CD. Szell's more standard treatment of the suites, recorded in 1971, is coupled with the Minuet from The Faithful Shepherd and the Largo from Xerxes. Playing times: 44:53 (Stokowski: RCA 7817-2); 42:25 (Szell: London 417 694-2). R.E.B.

EMMA KIRKBY: ELIZABETHAN LUTE SONGS
In this sort of repertory, Emma Kirkby has few if any rivals. Her cool soprano voice—almost, but not quite, as pristine and free of overtones as a boy soprano's—suits the music to perfection, especially when she joins forces with a lutenist as good as Anthony Rooley. The informative, scholarly notes Kirkby has written reflect the exceptional intelligence of her performances.

Hyperion has recorded this collection, entitled Time Stands Still, with its customary fineness, but once or twice one notices what sounds like an eccentric bit of absent-minded studio noise in between songs. That becomes clear at the very end, when a theretofore almost breathless audience breaks into enthusiastic applause. The recording preserves a recital given at Forde Abbey in Dorset. Playing time: 46:27. (Hyperion CDA 66186. Dist. by Harmonia Mundi, U.S.A.) P.M.

BRAHMS SYMPHONIES NOS. 1–4: CLEVELAND, SZELL
The best Brahms symphony cycle is still Toscanini's with the NBC Symphony, but of that one, only the Fourth, plus fillers, is available on CD. Until the rest of it comes along, George Szell's mid-1960s cycle (issued on CBS's Great Performances budget line) will do very nicely. The wonderfully clean and lithe playing of the Cleveland Orchestra is still a pleasure to hear after a quarter of a century, and though Szell's conducting lacks the intensity that made Toscanini's Brahms so memorable, his interpretations are intelligently shaped and carefully judged, with the exception of the oddly static first movement of the Fourth Symphony. (Toscanini gets this movement exactly right in his thrilling 1951 recording, available on RCA 6216-2.)

The fillers are standard: the Tragic and Academic Festival overtures and the Variations on a Theme by Haydn. If you like your Brahms sweet and lovely, stick with Bruno Walter or Wilhelm Furtwängler. Szell's Brahms is lean and arresting—and classical. The Haydn Variations are neither indexed nor banded internally. Playing times: 43:36 (Symphony No. 1: CBS Masterworks MYK 37775); 54:20 (Symphony No. 2, Tragic Overture: MYK 37776), 52:08 (Symphony No. 3, Haydn Variations: MYK 37774); 54:49 (Symphony No. 4, Academic Festival Overture: MYK 37778). T.T.

MAHLER SYMPHONY NO. 3: LONDON SYMPHONY, HORENSTEIN
Playing through a Mahler symphony on the piano, the dissonances sometimes startle you; in performance, the composer's Romantic orchestration tends to render them much less aggressive. Jascha Horenstein, unlike most conductors, seems to lie in wait for the dissonances and then, whenever they come along, brandish them at you like some threatening weapon. As a result, he emphasizes the ample conflictual material packing this wonderful work, until the final movement resolves everything on a note of rapturous exaltation. That movement booby-traps many conductors; some render it square and dull with rhythmic inflexibility, others "interpret" it to death and pull it all out of shape. Horenstein takes a middle path—to my way of thinking, ideal. He also realizes Mahler's unorthodox but unequivocally indicated string glissandos more faithfully than any other conductor I've heard.

Norma Procter's rich contralto suits the introspective fourth movement beautifully; she makes it suitably melancholy but not oppressive. The London Symphony Orchestra, the Wandsworth School Boys' Choir, and the Ambrosian Singers outdo themselves. This brilliant reissue—on two CDs—makes the 1970 recording sound so much better. Playing time: 97:15. (Unicorn-Kanchana UKCD 20067. Dist. by Harmonia Mundi, U.S.A.) P.M.

ORFF "CARMINA BURANA": DEUTSCHE OPER BERLIN, JOCHUM
It was with the composition of Carmina burana in 1937 that Carl Orff embarked on a career noted for its debts to Stravinsky's Les Noces. Several million percussive ostinatos later, Carmina remains his freshest and most popular work. Eugene Jochum's 1968 account, featuring the solo voices of Gundula Janowitz, Gerhard Stolze, and Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, has reigned virtually unchallenged for 20 years as the finest recorded performance of the work; its reappearance on CD (at midprice, with texts included) confirms its preeminence. Jochum and the chorus and orchestra from the Deutsche Oper Berlin find an extra joy and beauty in Orff's simple but attractive tunes. Often, as in the chorus Ecce gratum, Jochum reveals unexpected details in even the most basic sustained chords, preventing Orff's repetitions from wearing out their welcome. If there is room in your collection for only one recording of Carmina burana, this one, without a doubt, should be it. Playing time: 56:09. (Deutsche Grammophon 423 886-2.) D.H.

TELEMANN SONATAS FOR TWO OBOES: GORITZKI, GLAEZTNER
The title of this album is something of a misnomer. Of course, even though the six Sonates sans basse that Telemann published in 1727 were earmarked for flutes and, alternatively, for violins or recorders, the composer probably would not have minded if they had been played on, say, tubas, synthesizers, or oboes. Whatever their instrumentation, these are well-made pieces that democratically divvy up the material among both players and amazingly convey a full sense of harmonic motion in spite of the absence of Baroque music's ubiquitous basso continuo. The sonics on this CD are just fine; the playing of West German oboist Ingo Goritzki and his East German partner, Burkhard Glætzer—thoroughly modern in approach as well as in sound—is remarkable only for its technical precision. Playing time: 64:16. (Claves CD 50-8801. Dist. by Qualiton Imports, Ltd.) J.W.

ADAM "GISELLE": VIENNA PHILHARMONIC, KARAJAN
The brief notes that accompany this midprice reissue make no mention of the circumstances of the original recording, which were outlined by producer John Culshaw in his 1981 book, Putting the Record Straight. In 1961, Decca/London wanted a recording of Giselle and asked Herbert von Karajan to do the job. He had never seen the music before, and when the score arrived from Paris, the music was in "a state of utter disarray . . . the pages were either not numbered or did not follow in any kind of meaningful sequence, the instrumentation had been changed by heaven knows how many hands, and the orchestra parts did not match the score." All of the material was pieced together by the parties concerned; reportedly, nobody took any of it seriously. Culshaw was always amused in later years when a critic would refer to Karajan's "definitive if incomplete version" of Giselle.

In spite of its makeshift origins, this recording is most enjoyable. The Vienna Philharmonic is luxuriant in this music and has been recorded with the richness and tonal beauty typical of Culshaw's work. There are 19 cueing bands. Playing time: 60:15. (London 417 738-2.) R.E.B.
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While the number of historical recordings available on Compact Disc has increased dramatically in the last couple of years, there is still an enormous amount of ground to be made up. After a few false starts, Angel EMI has finally gotten its Great Recordings of the Century series up and running, and the systematic transfer to CD of the vast EMI catalog is proceeding at a rapid pace. Unfortunately, reissue policy at other major labels ranges from haphazard to nonexistent (CBS, whose entire historical-reissue catalog presently consists of Levant Plays Gershwin, is by far the worst offender.)

In order to provide a little guidance for well-meaning corporate executives who may be in over their heads when it comes to great classical recordings of the past, I’ve put together a list of selected artists whose best pre-LP recordings are of permanent importance and should be transferred to CD as soon as possible:

Arthur Schnabel (EMI). Under license from EMI, Arabesque has released complete sets of Schnabel’s Mozart and Schubert recordings, together with his first Beethoven concerto series. But Schnabel’s Beethoven sonatas and variations have somehow been overlooked—which is like publishing a volume of Shakespeare’s plays without including Hamlet or King Lear.

Sergei Rachmaninoff (RCA). Now that all of Rachmaninoff’s concerto recordings are available on Compact Disc, at least two more CDs of solo performances—including the pianist’s inimitable performances of the Chopin Sonata in B flat minor, Op. 35, and Schumann’s Carnaval—are needed.

Fritz Kreisler (RCA). RCA’s first Kreisler reissue—containing music of Paganini, Beethoven, Dohnányi, and Kreisler himself—was badly botched by inept engineering. It should be withdrawn in favor of a decently mastered two-CD set of acoustic and early electric encores. Victor vocal recordings (RCA). With the exception of a single Enrico Caruso aria recital, RCA has left the battle of the Red Seals to Pearl. Not good enough. For openers, RCA should release well-planned recital discs devoted to Rosa Ponselle, Kirsten Flagstad, Lauritz Melchior, and Titta Ruffo—plus a comprehensive Caruso series.

HMV vocal recordings (EMI). The Great Recordings of the Century series has yet to get around to Conchita Serra, Alexander Kipnis, Claire Croiza, and Mattia Battistini. Also needed are lieder recitals by Elena Gerstein, Elisabeth Schumann, and Richard Tauber.

Joseph Szigeti (CBS, EMI). The complete Art of Joseph Szigeti set (CBS M6X-31513), with its matchless electric recordings of the Brahms, Mendelssohn, and Beethoven violin concertos and the Prokofiev D major concerto, should be transferred to CD promptly, along with the best of Szigeti’s other 78 recordings—including his versions of the Brahms D minor and Mozart E minor sonatas and Stravinsky’s Duo concertant.

Adolf Busch and Rudolf Serkin (EMI). EMI issued three Adolf Busch LP boxes devoted to the chamber music of Brahms, Beethoven, and Schubert. All of this material should be reissued on CD. Rudolf Serkin never played better than he did with Busch, and the Busch Quartet’s Beethoven remains incomparable.

Emanuel Feuermann (RCA). The cellist’s recordings for RCA—of Strauss’s Don Quixote, Bloch’s Schelomo, the Brahms Double Concerto with Heifetz, and the trio recordings with Heifetz and Rubinstein—would make a good two- or three-CD set.

Jacques Thibaud, Pablo Casals, and Alfred Cortot (EMI). EMI has released their recordings of the Schubert Trio in B flat and Beethoven’s Archduke Trio, a perfect coupling. But each of these great artists (who recorded separately and in various combinations) deserves extensive reissue attention.

Budapest Quartet (EMI, CBS). CBS issued a four-disc set of Budapest Quartet recordings from the 1930s on Odyssey Y-43463. These brilliantly virtuosic recordings, as well as others from that period, belong on CD.

Arturo Toscanini (RCA). The reissue of the conductor’s NBC Symphony recordings has fallen by the wayside. It should be resumed. RCA should also reissue his New York Philharmonic and Philadelphia Orchestra recordings in a pair of CD sets.

Leopold Stokowski and Serge Koussevitzky (RCA). These two great conductors and the ensembles they built, the Philadelphia Orchestra and the Boston Symphony, were largely left out of the second great wave of 78 reissues that took place in the late 1960s and early 1970s. That mistake should be rectified at once.

Vladimir Horowitz (RCA). A concerto box would be a good start. Also a Liszt CD. Also a Chopin CD. Also the Samuel Barber Sonata. Also the live version of Pictures at an Exhibition.

Wanda Landowska (EMI). Her prewar recordings of Scarlatti, Couperin, Handel, and Rameau are essential.

Igor Stravinsky (CBS, EMI, RCA). His 78 recordings are invariably fascinating and, in many cases, superior to the stereo remakes that later appeared on CBS. They belong on CD, as do the best recordings of the other 78-era composer/performers: Strauss and Elgar as conductors, Hindemith as violist, Bartók and Grainger as solo pianists, Poulenc and Britten as accompanists. (And don’t forget such famous one-shot efforts as Holst’s The Planets, Schoenberg’s Pierrot lunaire, Copland’s Piano Variations, Thomson’s Four Saints, and Barber’s Dover Beach.)

Now that I’ve had my say, how about you? I invite you to send me your recommendations for historical reissues on Compact Disc. Keep them down to the contents of a single 75-minute CD or, at most, a two-CD set. The most provocative ones will appear in future columns.
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utes all six represent wouldn’t have fit, but “Precaution” really should be here, and I do miss two Chomp tracks that could have been squeezed in as well, “Italian Movie Theme” (the mystery song heard during the closing credits to the film Athens, Ga.—Inside/Out) and “Buzz” (which, after all, leads off the LP’s second side and furthermore remains in the band’s current show—but more on that later).

Much more important than quibbling about the content of this CD is coming to terms with its sound. Remember, in the early ‘80s, a band like Pylon cared little about making state-of-the-art recordings. The point was to get the raw performance down as honestly as possible, imperfections intact. How does this translate to the digital format? For most of Hits, quite well. Indeed, two of the tracks from Gyrate, “Weather Radio” and “Driving School,” are nearly identical to their LP versions in clarity and tone. Comparisons are similarly close for most of the Gyrate material; the treble is emphasized in some cases, but usually not at great expense to the all-important bass. On these songs, the CD is a faithful reproducer of Pylon’s original intent. On three other occasions, the CD does make necessary improvements to recordings hampered by their original vinyl placement. “Read a Book” and “Stop It,” Gyrate’s Side 1 and Side 2 closers, always suffered from end-of-LP distortion. Here, the sound is much fuller, with Vanessa’s voice and Randy’s guitar sorted out and made sharp. And “Crazy,” muffled on 45, is now a model of loud and clear, Vanessa leaping from the mix.

However, something went wrong—or someone made a bad decision—in the transfer of material from Chomp. “K,” “Yo-Yo,” and “No Clocks” now have an exaggerated high end that gives an annoying sibilance to vocals, hi-hat, and cymbals. On “Yo-Yo,” this combines with newly unearthed tape hiss to form a continuous sound of frying hamburgers. Even “Altitude,” which first appeared as the B-side of “Beech” and then at the end of Chomp’s second side, has its worst showing on CD. The idea may have been to resurrect Vanessa and Curtis from the LP’s original production, but the result is a further weakening of already limp recordings. Of no help is the nonchronological ordering of the tracks. No doubt meant to mix the Chomp stuff with the stronger material, this strategy instead makes “Altitude” sound downright fuzzy between Gyrate’s “Volume” and “Gravity” and also robs a lot of power from “No Clocks” between “Read a Book” and “Recent Title.”

Of course, if your CD player is programmable, you can reorder the tracks according to their 45/LP lineups. Or if your player is equipped with random play, you can let the machine do the choosing. Whatever your digital hardware, if you’ve never heard Pylon, you owe it to yourself to buy Hits, despite the shortcomings. You also owe it to yourself to see the band live. More on that now: A bit bored with their jobs (building cabinets, fixing bikes, managing a Kinko’s copy center) and urged out of musical retirement by R.E.M. (who have repeatedly deferred to Pylon as this country’s best band), the four original members have indeed regrouped, ready to coexist with the Record Biz.

Any doubts I might have had about such a recycling were trounced late last year when Pylon made it to New York. The band’s 25-song set included every track from Hits, despite the shortcomings. You also owe it to yourself to see the band live. More on that now: A bit bored with their jobs (building cabinets, fixing bikes, managing a Kinko’s copy center) and urged out of musical retirement by R.E.M. (who have repeatedly deferred to Pylon as this country’s best band), the four original members have indeed regrouped, ready to coexist with the Record Biz.

Any doubts I might have had about such a recycling were trounced late last year when Pylon made it to New York. The band’s 25-song set included every track from Hits, despite the shortcomings. You also owe it to yourself to see the band live. More on that now: A bit bored with their jobs (building cabinets, fixing bikes, managing a Kinko’s copy center) and urged out of musical retirement by R.E.M. (who have repeatedly deferred to Pylon as this country’s best band), the four original members have indeed regrouped, ready to coexist with the Record Biz.

Any doubts I might have had about such a recycling were trounced late last year when Pylon made it to New York. The band’s 25-song set included every track from Hits, despite the shortcomings. You also owe it to yourself to see the band live. More on that now: A bit bored with their jobs (building cabinets, fixing bikes, managing a Kinko’s copy center) and urged out of musical retirement by R.E.M. (who have repeatedly deferred to Pylon as this country’s best band), the four original members have indeed regrouped, ready to coexist with the Record Biz.
Altar” on Vol. 1) as much as it is the song. Patsy is uncertain in places; Bradley likewise can’t quite decide what to put in and what to leave out. Most of her vocal fillips—the rasps, growls, and sighs—are here, but they (and she) just don’t come across with the force that they would later.

Patsy Cline did with country and pop what Billie Holiday did with blues and pop, and it’s always good to see her get her due with classy packages like these. But I can’t help thinking that with these albums now out there for completists, she’d be best served by taking the top 12 of these 37 sides and putting them on yet a fourth album for everyone else. —John Mortland

**Jazz**

**MARCUS ROBERTS:** *The Truth Is Spoken Here.*

| © Delfeayo Marsalis, prod. Novus 3051-1. | ♩ |

There’s a type of critic who, having barely listened to a musician’s debut, cavalierly dismisses him as immature. Later, if the critic (or another) finds this young creature startlingly good, he pronounces him suddenly mature. The musician may not have changed: The critic merely awoke.

This is not exactly a confession. I have paid attention to pianist Marcus Roberts in his years as sideman to Wynton Marsalis, and I have found him impressive. I was just unprepared for how truly impressive he has become: *The Truth Is Spoken Here*, his debut as leader, is a distinguished recording by almost any standard. One sign that it’s also a mature one is the opening number, a charming melody called “The Arrival,” which begins with the patterning of Elvin Jones’s brushes—he manages to be confidential and thrilling at the same time—and continues with a break by Marsalis. Roberts doesn’t even solo first.

When he does, he shows that he’s so serious about music as he is about piano-playing. His thoughtful lines are clear, never flashy, and he has extraordinary poise and bounce. The 25-year-old Roberts knows history: His sparkling playing on “Nothin’ but the Blues” moves from simple, soulful melodies to an increasingly wide-ranging series of choruses. His model may be Thelonious Monk, but when Roberts plays a solo rendition of “Blue Monk,” he goes back to that pianist’s own source, James P. Johnson, to enliven the performance. Roberts’s other solo turn, Duke Ellington’s “Single Petal of a Rose,” harks back to Ben Webster’s classic take.

*The Truth Is Spoken Here* includes tenor saxophonist Charlie Rouse’s last session work. It also has some of the best Marsalis on record, as well as the constantly invigorating Jones. I admire everything here except the relatively dull title ballad. Roberts’s ambition, he says, is to become a master of that “noble, sophisticated instrument,” the grand piano. I believe he’s on his way. —Billy Altman

**THE PROCLAIMERS:** *Sunshine on Leith.*

| © Pete Wingfield, prod. Chrysalis VR 41668. | ♩ |

Much has been made lately in critical circles of rock ’n’ roll’s marked loss of innocence during the past decade, but I’d wager that even the most jaundiced eyes in the house will have a hard time keeping dry when confronted with the refreshingly joyous music on the Proclaimers’ new album. Scottish twins Craig and Charlie Reid sounded a wee too folksy tame on their 1987 acoustic debut, *This Is the Story*, but now, with a full band behind them, they sound like kids who’ve suddenly been told to throw the bicycles away and take the keys to a sports car.

On virtually every track here, one senses the Reids absorbing the power of the beat and the strength of tightly knit, multi-instrumented arrangements, and because most of the songs the brothers write deal with the initial stirrings of various passions (love, parenthood, political zeal), the impact is truly remarkable. From “I’m Gonna Be (500 Miles),” the first true “love march” these ears have heard since “Waltzing Matilda,” and the breathless “Then I Met You” to the frantic “Oh Jean” (“You let me get lucky with you”) and the breathtaking, stately title track, the Proclaimers make you believe that kind hearts and righteous spirit can indeed reclaim the world’s soul. And that rock ’n’ roll can keep us young and innocent forever. —Michael Ullman
GUY CLARK: Old Friends.
 at Sugar Hill SH 1025. (P.O. Box 4040, Duke Station, Durham, N.C. 27706.)
Like announcing the headache remedy of choice—which, after a fashion, Guy Clark is—nine out of ten songwriters swear by this veteran Texas craftsman. Their interests are professional and a tad parochial, but you might consider the endorsement. Clark's first LP in six years, simultaneously relaxed and serious, is chock full of well-wrought songs brought to life by his rich, weary, and intimate baritone (highlighted by an old-friends chorus) and quiet but sophisticated acoustic music. The funny-ashell talking-ish blues “Doctor Good Doctor,” or Townes Van Zandt's “To Live Is To Fly” (with Emmylou Harris up above), or “Come from the Heart” (with the Cash-Crowell Family Singers), is as good as Austin-folk gets.

JEFF NESIN

TOM HARRELL: Stories.
 at Contemporary C 14043.
This is Tom Harrell's major-label debut as a leader. A trumpeter best known for his work in Phil Woods's quintet, he plays flugelhorn exclusively here, and the instrument is an apt vehicle for the deep romanticism of his concept: Poised, concentrated, with a compact melodic sense, he imparts a feeling of watchful stillness on originals like “The Mountain” and “The Water's Edge.” Co-horn Bob Berg's tenor is contrastingly earthy, with the rough edge of the experienced fusioner. Somewhere in between, guest guitarist John Scofield seems as concerned with sound as with line: On “The Water's Edge,” his strings grow more plump as his solo progresses. On the surface, this is a workmanlike postbop-shading-into-freedom set, but the distinct personalities of the players—their different ways of responding to the sweetly sad contours of Harrell's compositions—give it a resonant richness.

RICHARD C. WALLS

DIRTY DOZEN BRASS BAND: Voodoo.
 at Columbia FC 45042.
This perpetually promising Hot Eight's been threatening to mess up the sleeves of their stainless Satinmo suits ever since their good-hit-no-field 1984 debut, and this time they halfway pull it off, mainly by having assorted gumbo-gobbling buddies sit in. But Dr. John's spot in “It's All Over Now” is no match for the Stones or John Anderson or even Molly Hatchet (!), and if inviting Wynton Marsalis's brother to blow some Bird is some kinda cute neo-joke, I'm not laughing. Grammy Lifetime Achiever (read “noted washed-up has-been”) Dizzy Gillespie fares better, scatting almost as slyly as Paula Abdul or Axl Rose in the otherwise comatose “Oop Pop a Dah,” and the title cut works out okay as Lester Bowiesque stepped-on-duck squawkitude. The remainder of your usual dirge-or-dance Bourbon Street backatcha, archival and therefore impotent. At least Henry Threadgill knows that to conjure the Old South this late in the century, ya gotta slash it up some first. Chuck Eddy

OLIVER LAKE: Otherside.
 at Gramavision 18-8901-1.
Alto saxophonist Oliver Lake's non-Jump Up sides are a yearly event that fans of cutting-edge post-Ornette jazz have come to anticipate with pleasure. On his third such effort, Lake continues his exploration of freedom's reach and responsibilities with (on Side 1) a quintet that includes new star Geri Allen on piano and modernist pioneer Andrew Cyrille on drums. While trad geniuses are duly homaged on “Giano Club” and “Hymn for the Old Year,” the centerpiece is “Whitestone,” named for Lake's childhood church; its outer construction creates a free-floating otherworldly feel that's more subtly spiritual than a conventional gospel nod might be. Side 2 is a significant changeup, a 19-piece big band featuring former Nashville sessionmen behind him (Johnny Gimble, Floyd Domino), he just can't fail. Although I prefer music with more of an edge, the nostalgic pull of that Texas fiddle and steel guitar keeps luring me onto the dancefloor.

JOE BLUM

THE WASHINGTON SQUARES: Fair and Square.
 at Gold Castle D 1 71319.
The Washington Squares' concern for social justice recalls that of their '60s mentors Peter, Paul, and Mary, but this folk trio's harmonies sound uncannily like those of the Seekers. So, too, the chirpy “Georgy Girl” melodies of Lauren Agnelli's “Charcoal” and Bruce Jay Paskow's “The Other Side of Sin.” Tom Goodkind's freedom-rousing “All Over the World” and “Join Together” contrast with Paskow's sad “Neal Cassady” and the group's fresh arrangement of the chestnut “My True Love and I.” A fine second outing from these modern-day beatniks.

KATE WALLER

FIRE TOWN: The Good Life.
 at Atlantic 81945-2.
Ah, lots of punchy, jangly guitar pop—haven't we heard this before? Well, yes and no. Fire Town does appropriate the sound of the dB's and Dreams So Real, but this Wisconsin trio packs some heavy heart-country proverbs into tunes that may seem to be simply popcorn. The upbeat chorus of “The Good Life” is belied by a chilling portrait of an American dream gone awry. “She Reminds Me of You” turns a compliment on its head to become a cynical plea for release from another stultifying romance. “Miles Away” is an incredibly hummable song of separation. This is the group's second LP, and producer Michael Frondelli's better mix of keys and guitars makes Fire Town a band to be reckoned with.
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CABLE TV CONVERTERS: Jerrold, Scientific Atlanta. All major brands available Visa/MasterCard. Call for information 1-800-828-6866. E/O Video, 9691 1 East 265th Street, Elko, MN 55020.

ELECTRONICS
"STEREO WORLD" IS YOUR DISCOUNT mailorder source with super deals on Audio/Video & Car Stereo. Lines like: Magnovox, JVC, TEAC, AIWA, Technics, Pioneer, Koss, Sennheiser, Pinnacle, TDK, Maxell, Panasonic, Advent, ADC Car Stereo lines like: Pyle, Clarion, Sherwood, Philips, Sony, Pioneer, G&S design amps, JVC, Panasonic, Technics, Blaupunkt, AIWA & more! Call or write for FREE catalog! Call for closeout specials! FREE shipping! P.O. Box 596, Monroe, NY 10950. 914-782-6044, M-F till 6:00 pm, Wed. till 7:00. VISA, MC, C.O.D. accepted. FULL U.S.A. WARRANTIES

FOR SALE
THE FINEST IN HOME AUDIO, CAR STEREO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT
*ADS
*MINOLTA
*ADVIDENT
*MISSION
*AKG
*ORION
*ALTEC-LANSING
*OLYMPUS
*AUDIO CONTROL
*POLK AUDIO (CAR)
*AUDIO DYNAMICS
*PROTON
* B & W
*SANSUI
*denon
*SURROUND SOUND
*GUL
*SNOOPER
*HAFIER
*SONANCE
*INFINITY (CAR)
*HELIX
*SOUND
*JVC
*CRAFTSMEN
*KENWOOD
*TERK ANENNAS
*KICKER
*CLESTION
*FERWIN VEGA


CABLE DESCRAMBLE LIQUIDATION. Major makes and models available. Industry pricing! (Example: Hamlim Combo's, $44.00 each, minimum 10 orders). Call West Coast Electronics. (818) 709-1758.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
CABLE TV Converters / Descramblers GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES IN U.S.
Jerrold, Hamlin, Zenith—Many Other Local Dealer Prices! Orders shipped within 24 hours! Complete FREE illustrated catalog, MasterCard VISA COD accepted.

PACIFIC CABLE CO., INC. (800) 345-8927
7325'/ Reseda Blvd., #832
Reseda, CA 91335

DISCO LIGHTING, DJ SUPPLIES, FOG MACHINES, STAGE lighting effects at wholesale prices. Send $1.00 for catalog!

SINGERS! REMOVE VOCALS FROM RECORDS AND CDs!
SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard stereo records! Record your voice or perform live with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by LT Sound - not sold through dealers. Call or write for a Free Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound, Dept.HF-3, 7980 LT Parkway Lithonia, GA 30058. (404) 219-4724. Manufactured and Sold exclusively by LT Sound 24 HOUR PHONE DEMO Line 404-482-2485
NAKAMICHI BUYERS BEWARE: 
ALTHOUGH THERE ARE HUNDREDS OF AUTHORIZED NAKAMICHI DEALERS IN THE U.S.A., EVERY MONTH NON-AUTHORIZED DEALERS WILL ADVERTISE THE AVAILABILITY OF NAKAMICHI PRODUCTS. COUNTLESS NUMBERS OF THESE NON-AUTHORIZED DEALERS POSSESS NAKAMICHI PRODUCTS DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR USE IN OTHER COUNTRIES. SUCH PRODUCTS ARE PURCHASED AT THE BUYER'S RISK BECAUSE THEY ARE EXCLUDED FROM THE FACTORY WARRANTY COVERAGE PROVIDED BY NAKAMICHI AMERICA CORPORATION. ALSO, SOME NON-AUTHORIZED DEALERS PROVIDE U.S.A. DESIGNATED PRODUCTS, BUT WILL REMOVE OUR SERIAL NUMBER AND REPLACE IT WITH THEIR OWN. ANY ALTERATION OF THE ORIGINAL SERIAL NUMBER voids the factory warranty. For the name and location of your nearest authorized NAKAMICHI dealer, call 1-800-421-2313 (IN CALIFORNIA—1-800-223-1521).

CAUTION, YAMAHA BUYERS!: Some dealers are offering Yamaha products for sale that are not designed for use or sale in the U.S.A. These units may not carry the U.S.A. warranty. For safety nor are they designed for usage in 110 volt U.S. current. YAMAHA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, USA CANNOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THESE UNITS MEETING U.S. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS. ALL OTHER WARRANTY COVERAGE IS VOIDED. For the name and location of your nearest authorized Yamaha dealer, write, Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622.
HELP WANTED
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS at home. Call for information. 504-641-8003 Ext. 5037

INVENTIONS

MISCELLANEOUS
IS IT TRUE ... JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH THE GOVERNMENT? Call for facts! 1-312-742-1142 Ext. 4671.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
WE BUY USED BRASS & WOODWINDS: Top $.$ Send INF. Rayburn Music, 263 Huntington, Boston, MA 02115, (617) 266-4727. Emilio or David.

SCHOOL & INSTRUCTION


RARE OPERA & CLASSICAL PERFORMANCES on CD, Records, Tapes, & Video. The most detailed & complete catalog of live & historical performances. Fast & dependable service—discounts. Write for FREE catalog—LEGENDARY RECORDINGS, INC., P.O. Box 104, Ansonia Station, NY, 10023.

RECORD STORAGE
THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA
Stackable, portable, oak units hold LP's, CD's and tapes
Free Mailorder Brochure (please mention High Fidelity)
Per Mariden Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133

VIDEO ELECTRONICS
HIFI VCRs - UTILIZE VIDEO WHILE MAKING AUDIOPHILE Recordings. On Screen Video Indexing Software. IBM PC w/VCA video output required. $699. R. Tong, 12518 Montrose Street, El Monte CA 91732
THE QUEST FOR SPEAKERS
(Continued from page 40)
models can sound so different. After all, aren't the design objectives for a "high fidelity" loudspeaker the same everywhere? Not necessarily. Speaker design is a medium of personal expression, like all engineering. Although it has some clearly defined goals—in sound quality or price level—and engages science-derived processes and methods, speaker design is, like all expressions of creativity, a passionate enterprise. It shouldn't be such a shock that designers will pick and choose in a highly personal way among various alternative design approaches.

An outstanding example of such alternative approaches is also a source of fundamental differences in sound quality among different speakers: overall radiation pattern. A speaker can radiate its sound in one of three basic modes: frontally (Fig. 2), from both front and back (Fig. 3), and multidirectionally (Fig. 4). Front-radiating speakers are the most common at the popular price levels; most bookshelf-size speakers are of this type. Directional speakers typically are more expensive units, usually of flat-panel design, and possibly incorporating unusual driver technologies (electrostatic, ribbon, etc.).

There are various degrees of multidirectionality, not merely the donut-shaped pattern shown here, and some models have very specifically shaped radiation patterns in order to enhance some imaging-related effect.

Even with "everything else being equal," speakers having widely disparate radiation patterns simply cannot sound alike in a listening room: The sonic differences between them are absolutely irreconcilable. Each of these radiation patterns directs a different proportion of its energy directly toward the listener and a different amount of energy in other directions in the listening room. The resulting audible differences, beyond any possible alterations in tonal balance, lie principally in sonic perspectives. Front-radiating and some bidirectional units are capable of the tightest possible imaging. Some multidirectional models have less precise imaging but a superior presentation of acoustic space and depth, or maintain their imaging over a wider listening area. If you want to compare models from separate radiation-pattern categories, you'll also have to choose the sonic perspective that is most pleasing (or accurate, or realistic, etc.). See "Ignorance as Bliss," p. 35, for more on radiation patterns.

The choice is less clear-cut when considering such questions as whether there is such a thing as a "rock speaker" or a "classical speaker," or whether there is a "New England" sound, or a "British" (Old England?) sound. The answers to any such questions should probably be of no concern to the beginner; learning to listen is far more important than naming sound characteristics, though learning the lingo can be fun.

However, a good loudspeaker should be able to reproduce well (within its limits of low-frequency response and maximum volume level), any music—indeed, any recorded sound—fed to it. By "well," I fall back on a specific interpretation of the term "high fidelity": with great faithfulness to an original sound. Speakers that are said to be good for certain types of music usually alter the original sound quality by having colorations that, although they may be acceptable or attractive at first hearing, may pale with repeated listening to different recordings—especially poorly made ones.

You don't want to buy a speaker you can't live with the next day. Instead, through careful listening and self-education, you should be able to select something you can live with, if not for cons, then at least until you can afford your next pair.
NEC's CD-830 has 16-times oversampling and four digital-to-analog converters.

SubSat Six Speaker System

Acknowledging the growing demand for audiophile sound quality and visual unobtrusiveness, Boston Acoustics is making its first foray into the subwoofer/satellite scene with the SubSat Six speaker system ($650). BA says what differentiates its system from all other satellite/subwoofer combinations is the two-chambered PowerVent Bass Module: One sealed acoustic chamber controls two newly designed bass drivers, while a separate vented chamber concentrates that output in the deep-bass region. The company claims this approach yields greater efficiency than other vented or bass-reflex enclosures and gives the power handling and tight sound control of acoustic suspension designs. Measuring 14 inches high by 7½ wide by 16½ deep, the subwoofer module can be placed anywhere, even hidden behind furniture.

The satellite speakers reproduce most of the system's sound through a 4-inch copolymer midrange driver and a copolymer ½-inch tweeter. Each satellite has its own internal, multi-element crossover to blend the midrange and tweeter. BA says the midrange driver is large enough to accurately reproduce low midrange frequencies, so that the transition with the bass module's output is smooth, with no dips. The SubSat Six is recommended for use with stereo amplifiers of from 25 to 100 watts per channel. Boston Acoustics, 247 Lynfield St., Peabody, Mass. 01960

President Bush

Contemporary styling highlights Bush's new Presidential Collection of home entertainment furniture. As in other Bush collections, pieces in the Presidential line are made of solid oak and select oak veneers in a laminate construction and are available in both light and dark finishes. The line consists of a full-size home entertainment center ($790), a compact TV/VCR cabinet ($250), and an audio cabinet ($300). All feature soft edges, hand-routed oak doors, recessed door pulls, a multilayer top coating, and safety-tempered, tinted glass doors trimmed in oak. What's more, Bush says its exclusive Quik 'n Easy systems streamline the assembly process.

The home entertainment center—Model AV2210 in light oak, AV2410 in dark oak—is designed to hold a complete audio-video system. Solid-oak and oak-veneer pocket doors can be used to hide the TV from view or can be slid out of sight for unobstructed viewing. Most TVs with up to a 25-inch screen can be accommodated. Below the TV space is an extra-wide VCR cabinet, which has a pullout shelf designed for video games, and a camcorder and accessories. Other video components or a stereo system can be housed in the cabinet, which has a pullout shelf designed for turntables. Also included is a storage tray for compact discs, which can be placed anywhere in the unit. Overall dimensions: 49 inches high by 51½ wide by 18 deep. Bush Industries, P.O. Box 460, Jamestown, N.Y. 14702-0460.
There. In the grillcloth.

That 1½" diameter hole is actually the woofer in our full-range, bookshelf-sized AST-I speakers.

Really. A clean 20,000Hz all the way down to a window-rattling 28Hz, without an oversized bass driver or big, clunky subwoofer to stash under a couch or behind a curtain.

Made possible by yet another Yamaha exclusive.

Active Servo Technology.

Our patented AST combines the superior imaging and point source characteristics of small- enclosure speakers with the superb bass response of large-enclosure speakers.

Giving you the largest possible sound in the smallest possible space.

Explained quite simply, we created a speaker, amplifier and processing cartridge system that provides negative impedance drive to help overcome inherent voice coil resistance, thereby mechanically damping the cone, so that even a slight vibration will excite the air in the enclosure, in essence creating an air-woofer, and...

On second thought, this is perhaps not the time or place for a full explanation.

The proper time and place is, however, as soon as you can get to your authorized Yamaha audio component dealer.

He'll give you a full explanation of the technology behind our remarkable new AST-I full-range bookshelf speakers.

And if you're not sure you'll understand, you can always rely on two other remarkable pieces of technology.

Your ears.

11¾" high. 7½" wide. 28Hz deep.
If you're looking for great bass, we suggest you look behind your speakers. For a hole about the size of a Q-ball. Or a tortilla.

Because a speaker that’s tuned and “ported” to, say, 30 Hertz, is a full 3 decibels louder in the low frequency range. Which may not sound like much. On paper. But an increase of 3 decibels is equal to doubling the amplifier power at the tuning frequency (30 Hertz).

And reduces what’s known as “cone excursion.” Because with the added sensitivity, the woofer requires less cone movement to generate low frequency sounds. So what you’ll hear is clean, loud and, yes, throbbing bass.

Of course, with a vented speaker, there is one thing you’ll miss. Distortion.

Simply, a vented Cerwin-Vega speaker can reproduce more undistorted bass than a comparable “sealed system.” Using less input power and thus, putting less stress on the woofer. And your amplifier.

Now remember, this is science, so there’s more here than just drilling holes.

Cerwin-Vega engineers fine tune each port for optimum bass performance and efficient air movement. Not to mention, the best sound.

All of which means that if your speakers don’t have holes, you might want to talk to a Cerwin-Vega dealer.

And get the hole truth.